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WHY THEY WANT IT

HAPPY HOPE FARM

Season Not Favorable To Ma- Holiday Gifts Feature Mono- Keeping the Stove Warm and
From the files of The Courier-Ga
tinicus Breakwater V ork,
grams — Hair Ornaments
Recalling Christmas Sea
zette we learn that—
Moran Is Informed
Show
Russian
Influence
sons of Childhood Days
Sheriff Harding announced his list

SANTA FLIES OVER COAST

Deer Isle Bridge Boosters
Offer Ample Retsons For
Better Communication

Stonington. Dec. 23
With emphasis on the personalized The weather is surely playing
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
when it comes to Christmas giving, freakish pranks upon us mortals this
We "Bridge Boosters" wish to make
monograms and initials have come
, winter. Friday it was April, and
clear the fact that we want a bridge
unto their own. One notes them on
to connect cur lsland with the main
almost everything now ln the holiday
morning a combination of Januland casts no reflection whatever
displays in New York shops. Scarfs, I ary and early March is being served
•••
upon our present means of reaching
»
Love lives on,
belts, bags and handkerchiefs in any, to us. Wrapped in a heavy cloas
♦ power to bless
the mainland, or on the operators of
type or manner of lettering you rm try,ng lQ kfep thp stovp warm
» loved arehidden
our ferry, as some people persist in
choose, with lower case letters par♦ Lowell.
♦
„ Though well fed, the ungrateful
supposing.
ticularly chic just now. There are ,
The ferry service was very well for
smart bathroom sets, towels and i thing refuses to give out heat enough
the
generations that have gone.
Walter Gay of
washcloths, initialed while you wait, to keep me warm. Mr. S. has just,
They had very little need for suc.i
Charles A. Rose
if you wish, the letters applied by come home after a three hours' drive
transportation. Times have changed
W. I. Ayer's «tor
heat and pressure and more beauti
from Warren! A record of a mile an
since th»n and occasion often arises
null.
ful and handcraft-like with each
when we must make a trip to Ells
washing. Bedrooms and boudoirs are 1 hour. Without chains our little car
worth. Bangor, or some such place in
not being neglected. Monograms and had a tD®cult struggle to get
that direction and, if possible, return
Initials are featured on bed linens. heme. Now old Sol has peeped out
Get your swing frames for those of
War Department to lnvesti- and blankets and on smart dresser' And chased the clouds away. but.
the same day. Many a night have we
TONIGHT
Christmas Photos at Gregory's Pic- Kat«
n<*d for maintenance of the sets. One that is particularly effec-' high winds still drive the snow in'o
I stayed on the mainland for no other
South Thomaston
ture <Y Framing Shbp, 406 Main St., breakwater and to undertake repairs
reason than that of car or tire trouble
tive and makes a splendid personal j hampering drifts.
to the present structure, last month.
or delayed business affairs Ifeeping
over
Crie
Hardware
Co.
Tel.
254.
—
Christmas
gift
is
carried
out
in
ivory
|
Only
three
days
to
Christmas!
I
Grange Hall
"On
Nov.
15
the
breakwater
was
us until after ferry hours.
154’ lt adv.
with Pyralin with thin tailored black wish that I could have the» alsuiinspected by a representative of the
When any of you folks living in
blnding and long slim chromium ance that every little ,child would
department. This inspection showed
Rockland ifor example i wish to keep
handle, the plain surface of the pieces receive the gifts it most desires. We
that there are four places where the to be lettered, if desired, the letters
i a business appointment in Camden
older "children" do not feel disap
I breakwater has been damaged.
I it's a simple affair. Just jump into
cut out, revealing them In' (black, pointments so acutely. Just before
The Bird-Wincapaw expedition, Bangor newspapers made up a conHowever, in its prerent condition it which makes a decidedly smart con
your car anytime after supper and
Christmas small Jane's parents were which was to have flown over the siderable part of the plane's load.
I fulfills its purpose under ordinary trast.
when you are ready to come home you
discussing the condition of the Maine Coast. Guard and light sta- i The annual Santa Claus flight
storms though unusually severe
can get there. But supposing you
HOULTON HIGH vs. THOMASTON HIGH
chimney and her father remarked lions Sunday was postponed until was a day late this year. He meant
New Hair Ornaments
had to stop and think something like
weather would probably increase the
Wednesday Night—T. H. S. Gym
^is, "Let's see, I've about two hours
New
among
hair
ornaments
are
l^al 11 was 50 sma11 H should be re- Christmas because of weather con- to fly Sunday but fog blanketed
I damage. Because of ice and inLocal fans will remember that I homaston «aa one of the few teams
ditions. The flight began and end- coast and ice coated the plane's in which to attend that bunk meeting,
those
with
Russian
influence
includbuilt.
Little
Jane
was
listening
and
I clement weather to be expected dur
to defeat ltoulton last year
ing tiaras wider in the center and when she went out to play saw to- ed at Boston from which point the 1 wings
call on Mr. Smith at the hospital, get
ing the winter months, the specifi more
upstanding. Coiffures for these I herself that the chimney was oh. following news story is told by The
Flying out of Boston the plane the brakes adjusted in my car, keep
cations for work aldng the Maine
swung out of Boston Harbor and j (hlw necp&sarv appointments, and I
coast do not require work during the halo effects is usually given smooth, so small! Jane seemed unusually Associated Press:
* * * ’
northward dropping packages simply must let the other things go
j period between Dec. 15 and April 1.I flat front treatment. Very smart are quiet for several days and the nig.it
before Christmas she refused to
Santa Claus came today to 70 ali the way up the Massachusetts or j won-t catch that last ferry." And
as it ts not considered advisable or the new narrow bands with upstand
ing jewels giving a color contrast to hang up her stocking. Finally she lonely lighthouses and Coast Guard and New Hampshire coasts. Along do you know our ferry ties up at 6
'economical to attempt repair woik
the gown. Pearls are very important burst into tears and fobbed, "Muvver Stations strung along the New Eng- j the Maine coast it winged by Cape 1 o'clock from Oct. 15 to June 1st? How
j at this period of the year.”
and
Portland
Head, j would you like the feeling of knowing
in these upstanding 'tiaras. And j jt tsn't any use, cause Santa can't get land Coast from Boston to Monhi- j Elizabeth
there
are
all
sorts
of
new
shell
d
own
our
chimney.
Its
so
small
he
gan
Island
—
off
the
coast,
of
Maili"
circling
Penobscot
and
Casco
Bays, you were shut up In your own city ot
Low ROUND TRIP Railroad Fares Provide tha
bandeaux with rhinestone trims-1 couldn’t get his stummick down it."
This particular Santa Claus other! and on to Mount Desert Rock. Mu- j Rockland <or whatever the town may
HEAR
cheap, comfortable, fast way to Travel
Jeweled wing clips and stars are also '
a chnd j t00 wondered how name is Capt. William Winoapsw tlnicus Rock and Monhegan Island bel, with no coming in or going out,
noted and, for the younger set. there guch a rotund person ever got down aviator. He flew in a big seaplane ,
along the route, the recipients after 6 o'clock, all winter long?
Cheaper and Faster than by Auto
are simple composition bandeaux lour chimney, but concluded thet j hundreds of miles through frigid 0( tt1P packages were out waiting for
There are some people who have
No Skidding Worries in a Fast, V arm Train
as
in colors to match the frock. Feathers , ganta must pe like rubber and able howling winds to take a bit of cheer, the plane. After six hours of rough, no occasion to use the ferry more
and flowers and bands of velvet are
adjust his girth to chimneys ol a bit of contact with the outsid" bumpy flying in high winds, the than twice a year; maybe not so
u
Go on any train either December 29 or 30. Return
also noted in the smart evening coifjust before Christmas was world, a change in the monotony of piane returned to Boston--an hour often. But wc wonder if they would
Any Time up to 9.30 P. M. Train, January 3.
fure mode.
| Q,e lime when blg brother and sis- I the existence to those who spend 1 before sunset.
be 50 prejudiced that they would con$5.50 will take YOU from Rockland to Boston and
Some Style Flashes
ler aired their knowledge of "hog their lives safeguarding others.
....
tlnue to use the ferry when they got
Whether it's for a West Indies, jatin." They would chatter in this
At each station was dropped a
Tliepackages this year did
not , to the landing and witnessed other
return on any Train of the
South American. Mediterranean or j unknown tongue about the
gifts
package containing newspaper ,contain copies of The Courier-Oa- cars crossing on the bridge.
And Every Tuesday Here World Cruise lightweight luggage is I ialau sister was to have, secure in the magazines, and a pound of coflee— zette for the simple reason that! If we can't have the bridge we will
after at the Same Hour
the thing. In Fabrikoid. lacquered I ttnowiedge that I couldn't under the gift of Adriel U. Bird. Boston every lighthouse and lifesaving sta- make the best of it and. of course,
153-154
canvas and linen fabrics, lt is being I stand But finally I "caught on" and business executive, who has inter- tion in this district ls already sup- continue to use the ferry, but that’s
NBC NETWORK
featured in cruise displays, usually i ^ha[ fun j had hearing secrets, esled himself ih Wincapaw's at- plied with that newspaper in con- no reason why we should be satisin sets, including wardrobe case and ;'wn,en
brother jabbered glibly, tempts to take cheer at Christmas Junction with its important depart- ,*cd nnd no- make an effort for somehat box.
“Amanway isway oingway votay to humanity's lonely outposts along ment. Guardians Of Our Coast" es- ,hlng different
In a model hotel room on display haveway away ollday anyway away the wildnemess of the sea.
tablished several years ago by Editor
Interested Otaervcr’s letter in the
at the recent Hotel Exposition, coral arriagecay." I trembled with exRANGE AND FUEL OIL
Newspapers and magazines are Fuller, now sojourning in Florida. D,r 19 issue sh0*'8 !*’at ills first
rayon moire drapes were featured citement for this mes age translated among the gifts most, eagerly sought Mr. Fuller and his co-workers on this j thought, when leaving lor the island,
CLEAN BURNING
PROMPT DELIVERY
ra
alcng with matching bed spreds in to English meant. “Nannie is going I by those who live in these isolated paper join in extending the heartiest was to telephone from Boston, or
ECONOMICAL
Rockland, perhaps, to see if he could
a very smart Nineteenth Centiyy
j places and Boston Portland ar.d greetings of the holiday season.
These broadcasts are made from Regency setting carried out with to have a doll and a carriage."
| get across the ferry. It's always the
When I found the doll carriage__________________________________________________________________
Phone Camden 2560—Rockland 1251
the after cabin of the famous mods$n feeling. The coral moire was
ferry that one has to consider first.
139-tf
world-girdling ship "Seth Parker" particularly pleasing with blue carpet, and brown eyed dolly under our
But he got across, evidently at a late
Christmas stockings, I smiled proud
under spersorship of
hcur. which was no more than Jir
a blue and coral upholstered chair
ly and said, “I knew I was going to
j .'hould have done, under the clrcumand other blue accents in the room.
have 'em and all the other things. I
TRADE IN YOUR OLD RADIO
A practical note in evening foot
"Yeh. been snooping arouna.
148TU
wear is seen in contrasting colors
toward a new 1931
haven't
you?" accused my brother.
interestingly combined in new even
, across when wether conditions have
"I did not!" I cried and in my in
been more favorable We blame nn
ing sandals, which means that th^y
one for this, only the ferry which we
can be worn with more than one dignation I gave away my secret. "I
have outgrown and no longer serves
gown. Narrow rayon satin strips learned your old hog latin and
Misfortunes
do
rot
come
singly,
aceight
miles
distant,
abo.it
the
same
DAILY TRIPS BY BI S
heard you and Sarah talking about
our purposes.
ctyed
to
match
the
gown
are
featured
7.30
A.
M.
and
1.40
P.
M.
the radio that outactic alt others
cording to the old adage, and the time.
$4.00 One Way: $7.20 Round Trip
If there are those who. for senti
in many, and these colors are often my presents!"
CaPk Wotto1' •iunior'
bt*n
Well, here's hoping you'll all have family of Capt Byron Wotlon is in a
Railroad Responsibility
mental
reasons, wish to keep the
For a limited time we oifcr an extralinked up with gold or silver kid. so
hauling lobster traps when his engine
Tirkets at Narragansett Hotel, important this season.
liberal allowance for your old radio!
a joyful Christmas. Let's take position to vouch for the truth of tt.
.
ferry, very well. Oftentimes, we see a
stalled.
Before
he
could
get
it
startTrade it in now—get a new l’HILCO
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland
Taking a tip from the Scotch High each small joy and magnify it. with
This newspap r has already told pd a heavy sea set the cratt into the man riding by in a horse and buggy
and enjoy unexcelled lone and supreme
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland:
performance! A complete selection of
B. L. Davis, Warren, and McDon lands are the youthful beret and the spiritual glass of faith and how Capt Wotton’s fishing boat sank breakers, where it soon pounded to wt’° tould w<11 nfTord to ride ln a
models with all the latest features.
ald's Drug Stoie, Thomaston.
scarf sets so smart among winter optimism and we'll all find some de beneath him at Grafton's Island, how pieces. Capt. Wotton was thrown Packard, or a woman using an old
sports clothes.
fashioned washing machine when she
gree of happiness.
PHILCOS $2250 VP—EASIEST TERMS
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
he rowed ashore tn a punt and was clear of lhe wrw* and'
in
Nancy M. Savage.
Some cruise displays are stressing
99-tf
TEL. 92
,
,
,
waters 20 minutes before he managed could Just as well be running an elec
taken off by Coast Ouan'smen from ,
,
j Kiltie skirts rather than shorts, so
Waldoboro. Dec. 22.
to crawl ashore. He was brought to tric washer. Because a few are willPHILCO ItL
important in many showings. One
Whitehead.
Rockland, suffering considerably from ing to plod along ln the way of our
49-tf
forefather? shouldn't hinder the rest
i important American designer likes
STRAND THEATRE
442 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
It was not learned until later that exposure.
them in white with chocolate or
Capt. Wotton's son Fred was being
Capt Wotton's boat was a 32- of us from trying to keep somewhere
“Sitting Pretty" with Jack Oakie. the victim of a similar disaster only footer, valued at $1200
near ln line with those about us and
brown linen jackets.
enjoy the modern comforts we are
comes Wednesday.
entitled to.
The story is centered around two
TOO MANY COWS
cows caU8t,s cycles of relatively low There are conditions ove*r which no
and high purchasing power of milk
aspiring song writers, working in a
Specialize en Chimes and French
one has control and when we can get
small New York music company. Dr. Merchant Sees 1 herein wws P^hasing pow.-r of milk cows home to our island under any cir
Clocks
,
. .
n .
in Maine reached a high point in 1914
All Work Guaranteed
I Through a streak of unforeseen luck
NOW FORMING
the Cause or Low I rices and again jn 1930. a period of 16 years cumstances we are willing the credit
Formerly rmploved by C. E. Morse
| they sell a song for $300, decide to go
Jeweler
For Dairy Products
The next high point will likely occur should go where it belongs. For in
Now Located at
stance, I copy here the Item printed
to Hollywood. After losing this
------about 1944 to 1948. Of course it is
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
Too many co .'s is one of Ihe prin- impassible to foretell the exact date in our last week's paper and wish to
money in a crap-game, they still have
404 Main Street
Riwkland
THOMASTON, MAINE
add that it was not written for a joke,
cipal
reasons for the iresent low no far in advance."
$15 left, and they hitch-hike to the
151-153
A
and the fact that some believe that
prices
for
dairy
products,
believes
Dr.
Detailed
information
on
other
livecoast. They finally get there after
truthful narrative as such only em
cashing a bogus check a crazy man C. H. Merchant, head of the Depart- stock cycles is Included in Maipe phasizes how peculiar the circum
ment
of
Agricultural
Economics
at
Agricultural
Experiment
Station
Bulhas given them. Breaking into a
stances can often be. The scene por
oyalty and
s'udio, they eventually sell them Universlty of Maine, ln discussing letin 364 which ls being distribut trayed is not enlarged in any particuive
present
situation
in
a
recent
pubed
to
interested
persons
upon
request,
selves and really get started on a suc
larA Bridge Booster
I R OH- BURNERS a I
lication. Dr. Merchant said. "Several____________
cessful career, until the gorgeous
GO HAND IN HAND
years will be required before a
BOMBING PLANE BASE
One of the pleasant features of
screen blondes begin paying them at
Buy From The Guy
marked decrease in the number ol ,
Christmas at the office of The Cou
tention.
Then
work
and
old
friends
|
QNE
hears
of
foreWho Can Buy From You
dairy animals takes place. The price Uncle Sam Passing 'Em Around and rier-Gazette was the appearance of a
are completely buried in their terrific
'K-Z handed young mod
Congressman Moran Wants One five pound box of chocolates, gift of
of dairy cows has also declined along
ego. They own estimation of their
Lynn Range Oil Burners Are Outstanding Favorites—Winning
erns who have the wed
For Maine
with low prices for beef, causing
Senter Crane Company for which the
importance raises them to terrific
Through Sheer Merit. Ask for Demonstration. We Sell Range
farmers to delay selling surplus stock.
ding invitations ordered
force is herewith extending thanks
heights
only
to
hurl
them
to
earth
Burners of All Prices. Furnace Burners, Parts and Accessories.
The establishment In Maine of one
“A reduction in the number ol
before the gentleman has
with a crash that resounds through
cows will take place until the coun of the $12,000,000 bares for Army YOUR FAVORITE POEM
“popped the question."
out the film city.
try has an insaffieien: number of bombing planes to be developed along
We frown upon this prac
Thursday brings "Ann Vickers,"
h.ve’n^e'0. 'XY'^^7
animals to supply the normal de
503 MAIN ST.
TEL. 730
the Atlantic coast was urged on the
with Irene Dunne, Walter Huston and
tice! But they should be
mands for dairy products. Then
Conrad Nagel.—adv.
week StThAt0] “Om5 nlUklc at le,ut
a
ordered early—and the
| prices of cows and dairy products will War Department by Representative Jr
k
T? Oss of
tastex H a k>»«
of happiness—Charles Darwin
order should specify “en
rise again . This tends to encourage Moran.
TO A PINE TREE
grave upon Linweave
production but it takes several years
The Army Air Service plans the
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
O
pln^u^nX"^^
°' thJ ,,fc
WHAT ACTUALLY
to raise a sufficient number of cows construction of ten such Cases tn a
Wedding Papers." For
May
1
fall
If you are a subscriber to
to supply th? normal mark»t demands plan designed to cover the entire
they arc ultra-correct The
The Courier-Gazette and are
frail needles dropping ’neath the
for
dairy products.
coast. On each site will be con- As thymoon
leaving horn'' for any time, long
rich vellum-like texture
In
the
whispering
breeze
"There
cycles
extend
over
a
period
structed
a
high
class
Hying
field,
or snort, let us mail the paper to
A purchase that you are sure of or one that is questioned?
of Linweave speaks elo
the swaying branches galn-t
you during your absence. The
of about 14 to 16 years from one peak equipped with complete facilities and I watch
the sky
Now That You Are Using Oil
quently of the taste of the
regular copy of the paper will
hear the night-hushed mysteries.
of over-production to another. Stat- manned by a considerable personnel, And
WHY NOT USE SHELL?
And through thy branche- stra>
go to the home as usual. Just
It has grown from an infant to a competitor in the big field. Why?
bride-to-be.
ed
in
another
way.
when
reduction
In
Representative
Moran
said
he
urged
Gold moonbeams of celestial glory
telephone the address to the
bright
IT GIVES RESULTS IN HEAT!
the pumber of cows takes place it the selection of a Maine site as one To steal niy soul away.
Tha Courier-Gazatte
office, or mail a card. The paper
Beyond
the hilltops spreads the glow of
will follow wherever you go, and
continues for about seven or eight of the most logical locations from the
day.
will stop on notice when you ar
years, followed by an expansion fcr' standpoint of defense. He advocated And all the world ls stl!
rive home. There will be no
day brings
h light to me
about an equal length of time. These no particular locat'on within the Ood grant
as to
PHONE 2024—CAMDEN
WEDDING PAPF.ni
charge.
The
pine
tree
on
the
’
cycles
of
over
and
underproduction
cfi
State.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS SHELL FUEL OIL IN KNOX COUNTY
—Dorothy Whipple Fry.
of deputies, which included four new Because of Maine climate, it is not
advisable to undertake any work on
names.
William H. Wincapaw made his an breakwater at Matinicus Island, Gen.
nual flight over the Coast Guard sta- Pillsbury, acting chief of engineers,
i tlons and light stations, assisted in has informed Representative Mo
'•* | the aerial Santa Claus act by Gerald ran. An examination of the existing
and
hath a — Black and William Wincapaw, Jr.
breakwater will be made sometime in
when they who
H I. Fenderson who had been act April, 1934. at. which time a detailed
ln (he grave.— —
♦ ing as Western Union manager, went survey will be made to ascertain the
• to Bilfast to become permanent man
extent and cost of the work neces
ager.
sary to restore the breakwater to its
Bates College and I Dr Freeman F. Brown started' origlnal dimensions.
were employed at J £oUlh to act as personal physician'
"I assure you that at that time the
during the holiday l0 cyrus h. K. Curtis,
maintenance necessary for restor
j The Rubir.stetn Club observed
ing the breakwater will be given full
homeeomers' night. ’ The program
consideration.” Pillsbury said.
was in charge of Nettie Bird Frost.
Moran asked the Engineer Corps

TEN CENT DANCE

BASKETBALL

NEW YEARS EVE WILL BE VERY
MERRY IN BOSTON THIS YEAR!!!!

PHILLIPS LORD

SETH PARKER
Tonight at 10

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
C. F. SMITH

LOST TWO BOATS IN ONE DAY

FRIGIDAIRE

PHILCO

House-Sherman, Inc.

Capt. Byron Wotton and Son Fred Had More
Than Their Share Of Trouble

B< )STON

$75.00

‘ JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK i

'e/vre

GymT?

L
Success

tk&k/wt

z/TIED

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”

A. C. McLOON & CO.

SATISFIES YOU MOST?

GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.

The Courier-Gazette

'MlAtt.—,

\t^'s'X'X^'X"

^he grade schools
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And the peace of God, which passeth all understanding, shall keep
your hearts and minds through
Christ Jesus.—Phil. 4:7.
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GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

By

Christmas Parties and In

(Below) View snapped in Hollywood of one
of the new stream-lined cars which engi
neers say will soon make all the square-top
pers obsolete. Notice particularly the com
parative shortnese of the nose, when measured with the total length of the tonneau.
Long noses will soon cease to be a sign of
speed or power. And Hollywood approves
the smartness, as who wouldn’t? (R.K.O.)

teresting Programs
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.

Sub-primary and grade one. Mc1 Lain ssbcol, Mrs. Lucy M. Lowe,
I teacher.
THE WINTER DIET
—
The classes enjoyed a party the
Dried Fruits and Canned last day of the fall term. Games

buffeting the wintry seas across
Pleasant River Bay. he came to an
chor under the friendly lee of Dyer s
Island. Hurriedly placing his trusty
muzzle-loading automatic in the skiff
and a few boxes cf duck medicine
in his pockets, he gaily whistled for
Spug, jumped into said skiff and
hurriedly pulled for thc shore. Ar
riving safely at. the beach, ho
absent-mindedly neglected to fasten
said skiff, with the result, that with
in a few short moments, above men
tioned skiff was merrily drifting
away on the out-going tide. Upon
discovering this catast.-ophe. Leo at
once rushed madly towards the frigid
and turbulent waters in a vain en
deavor to reach the skiff before it
became unreachable, so to speak.
Mt. Desert Rock
Floundering vociferously into the )
We are all back on the jig saw raging surf clear to his chattering
puzzles. It helps to pass the long teeth, he barely missed grasping thc
watches.
rear end of the rearing, runaway
The tender arrived at this station skiff as it raced away on the rim of
Dec.* 7. and left Mr. Lane and Mr a green-crested comber.
Newcomb. She returned at night
Lightly retracing his steps. Leo
taking Mr. Newcomb, Mr. Lane re immediately set forth across the I
maining to fix our electric line.
island in search of another beat that '
There are quite a few boats out he might retrieve the fast disap
here today.
pearing skiff. Finally arriving at ar. I
Second Assistant Day arrived at abandoned lobster pound, he was:
tliis station Nov. 24 after fifteen days lucky in discovering a small scow
leave. Mr. and Mrs. Day are re-I which he immediately and lustilyl
ceiving congratulations on the birth dragged from Its lair and half a I
cfan8'i pound poy. Henley. Jr. at the mile, mere or less, across the island,)
' home of Mrs. Day’s parents, Mr and over rocks and trees, through
Baker Island

Dec. 11. Bert Birlem landed a new
dining room set for Mrs. Frank
Faulkingham. He beat old Santa
Claus this year.
Lucille is back at school again.
after being home ill with a cold.
While out gunning awhile ago.
Keeper Faulkingham heard a noise.
He looked behind him, and there
stood his cow. Who can beat that?
Lucille celebrated her seventh
birthday Dec. 13. She received many
nice present', one from her sister
Mina, a money order of $5.
No news so we are wishing all the
lighthouse people and Editor Puller
a very Merry Christmas.

Fruits
Many Food wre
Pla>'ed and Prim ln the P^™ i
Fruits Supply
Suj
hunt were won by Edna Lehto and 1
Essentials

Model

automobile

tested by the U. 8.
Kent Palmer, Tlie classroom was
Bureau
of
Stan,
the
occasion
with
decorated
for
In Maine, as in other northern
dards, which prov
pa inset tias, candles, bells and the
ed to have much
climates, dried fruits and canned
less ait- and wind
lighted and gaily trimmed Christ
fruits may supply many of the nec
resistance
than
mas tree.
models of the cars
essary food essentials at this time of
These pupils have not been absent
currently produced.
year when fresh fruit products are during the first term: Sub-primary:
Notice elimination
of fenders, the sink
too high for some pocketbooks, be Mildred Brackett. Barbara Farnham,
ing of wheels in the
Glendenning.
Malcolm
body. (U. S. Bureau
lieves Therese E. Wood, foods spe Beverley
Shapiro. Corinne Smith, Earle I
of Standards.)
cialist for the Extension Service.
Spaulding and Erwin Spear. Grade :
“Of the dried fruits," she says, one. Elizabeth Tibbetts and Ernest. spins queer little machine's prin
cipal purpose in life is to do
“prunes, apricots nnd peaches are Munro. Vittrice Hayes has missed 1
as much harm and injury as It pos
entitled to special mention. When but one-half day. Norma Dow. Al sibly can. It takes ball bearings
fresh, all three of these fruits are bert Dowling. Maynard Rubenstein and lubricating oil, subjects them
People who know, Including alike the scientists,
to tremendous strains and does its
the designers, and the world of smart fashion, are
valuable for their content of vita and Meredith Shapiro, have missed utmost to seize the bearings and
but one day.
all predicting the near approach of streamlining in
break down the oil. It it succeeds
mins A. B and C. Fresh apricots and
automobiles.
On the dental role are Clifford Cam- ) in this, the scientists at the labora
peaches contribute some iron to the eron. Beverley Olendenning. Charles tories of the Colonial Beacon Oil
Company turn thumbs down on
Streamlining has been used in airplanes for several
diet. Dried fruit is merely fresh Hamlin, Katherine Libby, Ken* the oil and set out to produce
years: the present top speeds of the trans-continen
fruit with water taken out. After j Palmer, Emmy Lou Peaslee. Corinne a better product. Recently this in
tal transports—and also the low fares—have only
genious machine put a pressure ot
been made possible by 100 per cent streamlining
Smith.
Patricia
Perry.
Edna
Sher

drying, prunes, apricots and peaches
350,000 pounds to the square inch
which reduced wind resistance, hence cut power
man.
Earle
Spaulding.
Erwin
Spear,
j
on a bearing and still the oil did
retain their minerals and a consid
consumption, increased speed and riding comfort.
Its work. This is one reason auto
John
Sylvester,
Paul
Welch.
Patricia
The
railroads are now seizing on this new science,
erable percentage of their vitamin
mobiles are lasting so long today.
and several lines promise stream-lined trains to tra
Willard,
Lois
Tracy.
Gordon
Ander

Scienco is providing lubricants
A. Prunes retain a good proportion
vel 100 miles an hour.
son. Mildred Brackett, Shirley Drink- which are so efficient that wear on
ol their vitamin B also.
moving automotive parts is in
water.
Norma
Dow.
Homer
Eaton
It is in the cooking of dried fruit
Automobiles have joined the procession. New cars
many cases almost negligible.
will soon be seen with blunt noses, sloping tonneaus,
at home that food values are most John Fraughton. Donald McLellan.
wheels buried in the body. Long noses will soon bs
The blunt nose of a new autobus with sleep
likely to be lost. To avoid this as Richard Payson, Malcolm Shapiro. phine Farrington made a trencher
only a sign of the old fashioned wind-fighters, which
ing accommodations, designed for Califor
Maynard
Rubenstein,
Albert
Dowfar
labored to push the air as a mole does the earth.
iar as
a* possible,
po*t.:uit. and
ai.u at
a.. the
,m same
‘~““c time
“““• I jmg Ajfred Haynes .Richard Coltart bowl ar.d wooden cup. She also
nia highways. (Herbert)
to get the best flavor ar.d texture,,
Hay<s_” Edna
Norma brought an old fashioned Pilgrim
bearers were Howard Carroll, Emil
the following suggestions are given: McCrU1Ls Janet gmlth and E;iza, -spanker," used to “raise a blister,"
ISLE AU HAUT
ROCKPORT
(1) Use dried fruit uncooked when.
.
Erickson. Clarence Collamorc and
.__ | beth Tibbetts.
! on children.
Students home for the holidays ari
Mr. and Mis. Alfred Dutch, Frank Franklin Clough. Interment was in
you can,
t is o
’i
••••
Mrs. Willis Anderson has again
Norman
Turner, from University o
Cocpcr
and
daughter
Lucy.
Charles
Star:
mont.
There
was
a
profusion
cf
shorten the cooking time to
ow , Benner Hill
Louise Dolliver,1 loaned us the statuettes of the "Na- 25. We are anxious for the return of blackberry bushes to the point of bcMaine; Doris Barter, Dorothy Robin
the fruit, merely to become plump, teafher
i
„ chrUtmas tQ
flfth grad, Mrs. Day and her son to the Rock, ginning. Not delaying to even empty Butler and Neil Butler of Belfast, Mr. beautiful flowers.
ton and Priscilla Rcbinson fron
and tender: (3) if the fruit is s
c
Thf laJt ^y waj a fMtlve
m„ans Ba-jy Je3US- birthday and the
We are pleased to hear that Mrs. the water from his vest pockets or 1 and Mrs. George Butler. Mrs. Claia
Rcckland High; Edith Grant ant
Frank P. Colby
cook it in the soaking water; and t d siQn a real chrislmas pftrty in spirit of doing something for others, Muise of Moose Peak Light is im- ‘ wring out his rubber bcots. he and Swcetland and Mrs. Alice Butler of
The entire community was sad- Hazel Coombs from Portland High
Searrmcnt
were
in
town
Sunday
to
serie the cooking wa.er 'or syrup) i wjjich the pupils. Miss Louise Dolli- ‘ Josephine Farrington brought us a proving after her operation.
Spug set forth and safely bearded
djr.ed to learn of the death cn Satur- Roso Rich from Simmons College amj
with the fruit
!ver, the teacher, parents and friends depression plant. Douglass McMaNov. 6 the cable boat Pequot. re- his large power boat. From thence, attend the funeral service for Clar
day of Frank P. Colby, following an Vira Rich from Belmont High.
ence
Butler.
Soaking Helps
-participated. Santa Claus found his hon gave us a pink rose bush. The- paired the cable, so we could once it was only child's play, so to speak,
only
J. K. Barter is spending the holi
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simonton of Illness of pneumonia
Prunes and apricots can be used way up the hill. too. and appeared in riece Bragg gave us a pretty plant again have connection with the-; to up anchor, speak a pleasant word
weeks' duration.
days in Rockland.
Detroit,
Mich.,
are
spending
the
without cooking, if put to soak in hot ! time to take the gifts off the gaily ' with a green and white leaf,
shore.
I to Henry's pet. and go chugging right
Mr. Cc’.by was born in Belfast,
Albert Rich. Walter Rich. Mrs
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn invited Dot-tie [ We are sorry to learn of the sud- merrily on his way to capture, o'u- holidays with his parents, Mr. and
water and left until plump and ten- decked tree and pass them out to
Srpt.
1, 1883, son of Augusta and Llewellyn Rich and Doris Bart
Mrr.
Raymond
Simonton.
They
der
Dried peaches are best if i the boys and girls. In addition to Havener to our rcom to play the den death of Mrs. Herman Smith tain, repossess and otherwise get.
were accompanied here by his sister Wilbur Colby and his boyhood days ,p;nt a jcw dayS jn Rockland las
cooked. Soaking the fruit before I the gifts there were balloons an.i “Spinning Song' for us. Absolute si- of Manset. and extend our sympathy i possession once more of the said
Mist Sara Simonton who has been were spent in that city. He later was weej.
cooking reduces the cooking time, but I candy bags for every one. The lence and attention were given.
to the family.
j drift-away skiff.
visiting them for several weeks ar.d employed in Massachusetts, coming
Mrs. L. C. Turner returned Frida
it is not necessary to soak over night, school room was decorated in red.
These class officers were chosen:
Keeper York has been very lucky- Little remains to be told — Leo
also by Percy Bryant Jr., who ha<- to Rcckport 17 years ago where he frem Rcckland.
For serving as stewed fruit, the green and white. The program:
President. John Crockett; vice lately shooting sea birds. It's quite bears no ill will to the skiff—Spu-j
teen In Detroit the past few months. had eir.ee rertded working at his trade , Miss Della Champagne, who ha.
flavor and texture are better if the song-o. Little Town of Bethlehem
president. Priscilla Brazier; secretary. ■ a Job to get them after they are stood the t-oboggan ride across the
Miss ^lary Veazie. Miss Caroline a carpenter. In May. 1917 he was
soaking time ts much shorter. Dll- j BeC|tation—Christmas wishes,
Mary Oerrish; treasurer, Pauline , shot. The wind blows a gale most, island like a hero, and Leo, though Graffam and Miss Thalice Spear are married to Miss Mildred Small of been the guest of friends here for th
past ten days, left last Tuesday fo
ferent lots of fruit may require I
David Farrand Carroll; housekeeper. Louise Har- of the time.
he got no ducks, says this episode
Recitation—Ready for Santa_
at home from Burdett College for F.sckport. who with two children. Brattleboro, Vt.. where she will be a
somewhat different treatment, but
*
•
,
will always be a pleasant reminder
,, „ .
Dor? Duller <jen; programs. Shirlene McKinnei
Barbara and Parker, survives him.
thc holidays.
If Santa Claus Was Pa.
I
the heme of her cousin. Mrs. Myro
half an hour of soaking in hot water Recitation
to always fasten the anchor on a
Leroy Benner
it was voted to buy new tubes for !
Other relatives arc three sisters. Mrs.
Burnt Coat Harbor
The
werk
of
resurfacing
West
Stark. 44 Chestnut street, for an 1
will
be
found
‘
■uffl-ient
as
a
rule,
for
Recitation
—
Santa's
Politics.
.
...
.
,
wiu dc iouna aiuu.icm,.
a
Mary jujia Farran(1 our radi0, and the remainder of our
rope, before and after.
etrect. a federal read project, is pro- Martha Gras? of Camden. Mrs James definite time. ,
A recent party given at t.hd home
dried peaches, and an hour for prunes Song-Silent Night
-food £a,e. was t0
t into
grer.irj satisfactorily, the stretch O’Hagen of Wheaton. Ill., and Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. George Smith was
The Busy Bee Society met Wcdne
Dried apricots need net be soaked at, RecltB‘^^-m^~th^“dln^ro> Beancr
the bank
from West Rockport to thc former Alma Cc’.by cf Brockton. Mass.; and day evening at the home of Elizabct
1
Elmer
Caytor.
attended
by
the
young
folks
at
the
all. For puddings and whips, howChristmas pageant: Mary, Marion light. Refreshments were served
, Recitation—If You're Good
Perley Miller place being completed two bicthcr; Habrv Colby of Rum- Rich.
ever,, where pulp and Juice
juit are com- i
ciara Hallowell
“ON MY SET”
ferd and Wilbur Colby ol Belfast.
thus
far.
oirorf fnr Recitation—Christmas Eve and Chrlst- Rawley; Joseph. Harry Richardson: and a good time enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. James Conley lef
bined, the fruit may bs
axea ior
mas Mornlng
Ruth CaU
Shepherds. Woodrow Cay ton ana
Mr. ar.d Mr-. Chari:* tthodes Jr.. Funeral services will be held this aft Friday for Camden and later will gi1
Thc lobster smack Silas McLoon
several hours, or over night, before Song-Winds Through the OHve Tree^
Richard Brown; Wise Men, Rog*? of Rockland passed in Dee. 20.
spent Christmas with Mr and Mrs. ernoon at 2 o'clock from the home. to their winter heme in Fruitlane
cooking, in order to make the pulp Recitation—I m Scared
F. v. F. F. Fowle officiating. Inter
Louise Wlnchenbaugh Conar.t, Eugene Larrabee and Ralph
Kenneth Heald in Camden.
Park, Fla.
The Gulf Oil boat passed in Dec.
go through the colander more easily Recitation—Christmas Puzzlers
ment will be in Amesbury Hill ceme
Munroe.
Harry
Co'.by
cf
Rumford.
Mrs.
Franklin Call. Albert Hallowell
An appreciative audience of par
19, and the Rosie W. of Lubec was
If your family does not care much
Recitation—The Bestest Boy.
Not absent or tardy: Robert Brack- in the harbor Dec. 15.
Alma Colby of Brccktcn. Mass., and tery.
ents and friends gathered at thi
for dried fruits, try this recipe on
Dorothy Benner
Recitation—A Dream.
William Butler ett. Theriece Bragg Priscilla Brazier.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Cclby cf Bel
schoolhouse Friday evening to wit
A party at the light was attended
.them:
Song—Santa Claus.
WITH THE BOWLERS
fast are in town, called by the death
Brown, Roger Conan:. by Theo Tainter. Hulda Smith.
Albert Hallowell. Clara Hallowe!!. Bar- Richard
ness a very interesting and pleasin
Prune and Apricot Pie
bara Benner, Leroy Benner Franklin Pauline Carroll. Edward Colson.
of their brother, Frank Colby.
, ..
,
. ,, | Call. Marv Julia Farrand
Gladys Smi’.'.i, Eugene Norwood.
Bcrliawsky was the big noise when Christmas pregram given by th<
One-half pound prunes, one-half | Recitation—Her Christmas Letter
Mr. ar.d Mrs. W. A. Paul spent
Mary Crisastanio, Mary- Oerrish, Elliot Smith and Charles Burns, Jr.
Howard'* Hustlers defeated the Old pupils under the direction of thei:
Barbara Benner
peund apricots, 2 cups water, 2 table Recitation—Christmas Morn.
(Christmas at the home of their son
Ruth Hammond. Louise Harden. Games were played and refresh
Timers
at the Star alleys, having 120 teacher, Miss Kathleen Fifield
Albert Hallowell
spoons cornstarch, one-half cup sugar,
, Robert Paul and family in Rockland.
Recitation—A Warning.
Alfred Brazier Richard La wry, Raymond Lindsey, ments served during the evening.
fcr high single, and a nice high toLi! Santa Claus was present to distrlbuti
Recitation—Christmas. Charles Fullerton Elmer Pinkham. Marion Raw'.ey,
9peeial Christmas services were
gifts frem lhe Christmas tree. Schoo
to boot. The summary:
Song—Away In a Manger, by the School
The
missionary
boat
Sunbeam
was
The
broadta
ts
to
and
fram
the
spoon butter or other fat, pastry.
held at both churches Sunday, the
Arthur Robinson and John Crock- in the harbor Dec. 15.
Howard's Hustlers—Rose 273. Fred- is closed fcr two weeks and Miss Fi
Byrd
.Anlaretie
Expedition
are
be

Soak the prunes and apricots, drain.
evening exercises being in clharge cf click 2?7 Slmmons 260 Bcrliawskv fie!d is -"P^ding the vacation at he
, ett. Barbara Robinson was not. abing followed with much inteiest.
Grade five. Tyler building.
The keeper and family wish all thc
Jefhnriict _
1
i______ ___________ ________
and save the juice. Remove the seeds
the young people. At the Methodist
home in Stonington.
308. Howard 280, total 1398.
Saturday night half of the Byrd
light keepers and coast guardsmen
from the prunes, and cut the fruit! We have 45 pupils Several chil- ',sent but has been tardy.
in
Church a pageant “Thc Wise Men"
slightly. To the fruit juice add the j “ren came to us from Camden
Four boys having birthdays in the a Merry Christmas and Happy New
Cld
Timers
—
Economy
258,
Healey
broadcast t ame thioagh But nos
i was a special feature supplemented by
month of December were Elmer Hav- Year.
DR. J. H. DAMON
251 Winslow 255, Proctor 253, Thoma'A.vrt and half through Iforolulu,
cornstarch, sugar, and salt and cook : street and Bertrand McClure came (
|. :ng.-, recitations and instrumental
Elmer
Pinkham.
Donald
284. total 1301.
the latter bting clearer. Til's
Dentist
for a few minutes. Add the fruit and from Criehaven. We miss thc faces j ene ,
mu: c. At the Baptist Church this '
Brackett. These
biindia.: was rated at 65 fcr
cook until it is heated through. Pour ; of last year's class.
, Chap.es,
Ro er
RIM KLAXD, MAINE
Porttand Head
picgram was presented: Selections by
Chi Istmas prizes at the Star Alleys: ,
cent.
the mixture into a pie pan lined with ! During the summer or.e of our ' boys, with the help ofJohn Crocke'.’
young ladies' chorus; vocal solo, Miss Jenness Thomas, 136, turkey; Roy ' Cilice Over Newberry’s 5e- A 10c Start
“
If
instead
of
a
gem.
or
even
a
Work Bv Appointment
pastry. Dot the top with fat. Cover goldfish died of tonsilitis. This Douglass McMahon, Richard Browr..
Thedessa Weed; trumpet solos., Leroy Mar.k, 136; goose; Fred Howard of
i
tv.** aIocc q nartv
lost oftr’*-' flower. we could cast tne gilt Ol a
I addi d a new : tation to my list
Telephone 413-W
with a layer of pastry dough. Bake leaves only six to swim around our , gave the class a party the la~t arte.
.
, Moen; Christmas message. Rev. G. F. Thomaston, 129. chicken.
153-154Ttf
Friday
night,
CFNB
cf
Frederic

about 30 minutes in a moderately hot bowl, and roll the marbles.
noon.
Birthday
and
Merr , •
“
j Currier. Mrs. Clara Lane presided j
ton,
X.
E.
Priscilla Brazier and Elmer Hav- Christmas" cakes of all descriptions, friend, that would be giving as. the
oven i400 degrees F.i. Sprinkle with
as organist and Mrs. Christine Curener
have drawn "An Indian Let- very beautiful in their lovely colors angels g.ve^ -Oeorge MacDonakL
powdered sugar while hot and servei ier was at the piano. Following the
The Wayise King program Sun
ter" We are happy to have two made their appearance; also sandWe watch with Interest all flights
hot or cold.
day afternoon included “Roek-a- 1 services the young people circled the
artists this year
wiches and some of Mr. Flanders' made by "Lindy" and congratulate
town singing carols to the shut-ins.
Byc Eaby,” written many years
a
>
v
„
..
n„nrh
There were manv Col. and Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh
During the Teachers Convention famous punch.
There were many
»nnnn
.,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Herstrom of
ago by a Rock Lind woman, Ellie
. .
such a
recess John Crockett visited
in happy faces—c-bnzvi
school isn't
isnt sucn
a tericr | upon t.he success of their
. 30.000-mile
___ _
Wakefield, Maes., are visiting her
Cioikrtt Channing.
I
aerial
survey
which
began
July
9
1
Portland. Shirlene McKinney in rible place, after all. sometimes
' parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Richards.
There will be a tremendous rush
Bertrand McClure, who has re- and ended in New York Dec 19.
The Califom'a n ations KXX
The annual business meeting of the
Lynn,
Mass.,
Bertrand
McClure
in
,
of business on Main street this week.
R. T. Sterling was in Portland on 1 ar.d KFI were coming in Satur
Criehaven. Stories of their trip were turned to Criehaven, Robert Pettee.
. Baptist Church will bc held Thurs
Nearly everybody has got to have a
Ebba Kalloch, Josephine Farrington, business Monday.
day night w.th execpticnal clear
day evening at the vestry. Reports
read at. assembly.
calendar and an almanac.
Mrs. Sterling and Mrs. Hilt were
was
celebrated
!
who were ill at home, were missed at
ness. KXX was giving weather I cf the past year's work will be given
Education Week
in Portland Tuesday afternoon
and produce reports. Bill Healey i by Lhe different departments and
party and some of the treat
The Confidential Loan Co. has by doing our usual work and enter- i
them by their nearest watching the crowds and well, they i will probably wonder whether I i officers for the ensuing year will be
taining
mothers,
several
of
whom
j
taken
to
moved across the street into the Ma
Just can't help listening F. O. Hilt
heard the egg quotation correct I elected. Prt tiding the meeting a
sonic building, the transfer furnish renewed their youth by playing neighbors.
left them at the Free street, entrance
ly. It was 21 cents a dozen. KE1
picnic supper will be served.
ing rather a busy Sunday for the "Loopie Lu.” The next afternoon
of one of the stores then went his
was presentirg Chrislma, music,
SUNSET
The young people cf the Methodist
the
mothers
who
visited
sang
thc
staff.
way, returning later to meet them
including “Jingle Bells"
Church held their Christmas tree
songs loved by the children. EspeMfs Mae Dunham has returned | at the Mme placc Afler looking
Saturday evening at the vestry.
Rodney I Thompson, who has been cially was "Long, Long Ago," enjoyed
from a visit with Mrs. Harry Geller- arouncj they were Just going through
1 The Baptist Ladles' Circle will hold
occupying the Clough house on LimeArmistice Day was celebrated with son of Brewer.
the door when a woman (a stranger)
an all-day session Thursday at the
rock street, becomes a tenant in the poems and war songs and telling
j Baynes js on a business trip to
just ahead turned. She gave Mr.
I church. Instead cf on Wednesday as
residence recently vacated by Lloyd true Stories of happenings to many Rccklanct
Hilt the once over gaze and made the”
I usual.
Benner, whq has located in Waldo of the children's fathers or ^elaMr and Mrs Couch have closcd
remark. "You ought to be a police
Thc big game between the Rock
boro.
fives.
j their home here and returned to
man." He replied, “I*think I will
port Ace- Club and Houlton High
At These Amazingly Low Prices—Installed
The child bringing such an im- | Massachusetts,
School will take place this evening at
when I get old enough.”
As the result of the American Le mense bunch of yellow chrysantheMiss Ruby Sylvester is home from
Town hall. Much interest centers
gion food show 128 families were out mums, was Pauline Carroll, from Castine Normal for Christmas vaca
around this game as Coach Tibbetts
fitted with generous food supplies. The Highlands.
Cape Split
tion.
cf the visiting team is a former Rock
This was a good-sized undertaking,
The following story is clipped from
Robert Brackett and John Crock
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell and son
port boy and has an enviable reputa
but there were still many applica
et# hfougUit large bunches of red Raymond spent a few days last week the Cape Split, items of the Machias
tion in this line of work. The Ace
tions which thc Legion was unable to
Valley News Observer, issue of Dec.
berries. Mrs. Amory Allen gave us in Bangor.
Club
has established a record, hav
to supply.
EJ Those rythmic clicks of
Mrs. Christine Pickering and son 13. Cape Split is at the mouth cf
two snails Dor our goliifish bowl.
ing lost only one game to date.
Guns of all ages have been brought Frankie spent Thursday with Mrs. Pleasant River Bay in Addison, two our presses will be encored
Among those in town Sunday to at
A 1934 Buick on display at C. W.
These prices cannot last! This is purely a tem
I cr three miles from Nash Island later by the tinkle of the tend the funeral services for Clarence
to school. One was a flintlock owned j Thomas Cole,
Hopkins' garage, is attracting the at
porary
special offered by the factory until the na
by Douglass McMahon, another by
A Christmas entrgtainment was Lighthouse. Leo Was* is a former cash register.
For
The
Butler
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
tention of all motorists who visit that
held at Sunset Church Thursday i member of the Coast Guard; and h.s Courier-Gazette printing Fowler, Mrs. Lucy Bucklin and son
tion’s buying power is increased. Remember—This
establishment. The body lines are John Crockdtt, picbed up on the
not unlike those of last season, but, Held of Gettysburg directly after the evening. After a short program of prowc.ss as a seaman fits him to is the kind that produces Raymond of Rockland.
offer is for a very brief time only.
Mrs. F. F. Fowle is confined to her
the mechanical differences are radi- battle. Helen Whitmore has givea poem: and music, an interesting talk rank with the best of them, as the sales. Experience proves it.
was delivered by Prof. S. B. Knowlton, story shows.
heme as a result of a sprained ankle.
oal. The front is constructed alter ; us a plant called "Wandering Jew
followed by a visit from Santa.
Leo Wass and dog Spug enjoyed a
Funeral services for Clarence W.
foreign designs and is said to give ft came from California.
Call 770
day's outing on Dyer’s Island and
Butler, 13-year old son of Mr. and
100 per cent better riding and steer- i Frederick Bartlett R.H.S. '37 has
BICKNELL BLOCK,
ROCKLAND, ME. *
for Estimates
adjacent waters one day last week.
Mrs. George Butler, were held Sun
ing qualities. Herbert R. Mullen, one kindly loaned his block-house for
We are the only authorized Lynn dealer in Rock
Although It was blowing half a gale
day from the home of hds grandpar
of the concern'* successful salesmen, our Pilgrim table. Richard Browr,
Iand.
You cannot buy a genuine Lynn elsewhere,
ents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
O.
P.
Jackson.
Rev.
northwest
and
the
temperature
was
saw the “pre-view" in Boston and Elmer Havener. Douglass McMahon
George f, Currier officiated. The
tells of the enthusiasm it created.
I made houses, tables, chairs. Josebelow par, it, didn't phase Leo, After

Best “NEW DEAL”
We’ve
Seen

TALK OF THE TOWN

Same Lynn Burner
Same Guarantees

LYNN DE LUXE,
LYNN LYPRO,
LYNN JUNIOR,
Take Advantage

$39.50
$29.50
$22.95
Now!

A. C. M100N & CO.

READ THE ADS

'S'UM.Tnmteq
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j

Every-Other-Day
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Only four more days in which to
do your 1933 shopping.

WARREN

Mrs. Arnold Teague has returned
home from South Union where she
has been caring for her mother, who
has been 111 for several weeks.
Edward Whitney received a frac
A. C. Jones.
Jan. 1—New Year's Day.
tured leg Friday afternoon while
Jan. 1—Organization of new City Gov
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary holds im
helping his brother St.llman logging
ernment.
Jan. 5—Rubinstein Club presents pro regular meeting Wednesday night at
at North Warren. Dr H. H. Plumer
gram entitled. 'The Moderns In Music
7.30. Refreshments will be served
and Verse."
of Union rendered firs: aid and Mr.
Jan. 5 (7J5)—Oov. Brann addresses after the meeting with a get-together
Whitney was taken to Knox Hcspitai.
Woman's Educational Club at G. A. R
hall.
with the Camp.
Jan. 8—Naval Academy examinations
Fred Overlock nas employment in
at Rockland postofflee.
Auburn.
Jan. 10—Unlversallst Mission Circle
William Burgess of Southsea,
meets with Mrs. Etta Stoddard
Alfred Dur.n oi Cleveland. Ohio,
Jan. 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist Mass., fireman 1st class on the KickMen's League.
was a recent guest of his father John [
apoo, made an unsuccessful attempt
Dunn at East Warren.
at suicide yesterday by slashing his
WEATHER
Mrs. Fred Overlock has had em
Christmas Day gave us plenty of wrists with a razor. At Knox Hos
ployment in Bangor during the holipital
it
was
believed
he
was
out
of
sun and blue sky out was one of the
I day season.
coldest, and mcit ur.:cmfortable holi danger. No cause was assigned for
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert had
days the city has seen in many years his act.
as guests over the holiday their grandThis morning's forecast was for in
, sons Carl and Gerald Reever of Bev
Failure to close the furnace draft
“ 7 was flie niqlii before Chrisbnas ”
creasing cloudiness, with some mod
erly, Mass.
caused
The
Courier-Gazette's
hot
eration ln temperature, and sleet and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Starrett!
rain. We have become so calloused water heater to go on a rampage
j and Fred Watts entertained' Elmer j
this
morning,
throwing
a
mild
scare
Can you forget the thrill of waking on
by what the winter has already pro
E Watts of Everett, Mass., over the I
duced that all we can say is: Let 'er into the busy crew, making up for1
weekend ar.d holiday.
the
holiday's
lost
time.
The
only
j
come!
Christmas morning to find all the things you had
• • • damage was to a Fire Chief hat which
Children
of
the Congregational
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets was well soaked by scalding water.
wanted waiting for you under the Christmas tree?
Sunday school met Saturday at toe
Thursday night. There will be no
Someone had thought and planned to make sure
I chapel for their annual Christmas
Edward Cleveland who comes with
supper.
j tree. Under direction of 'Misses
the Houlton High basketball team. I
that Christmas would be a happy day for you.
Thelma and Christine Starrett the
The State Prison harness depart playing in Knox County this week Is'
Christmas brings the pleasure of generous giving
j following program was given for the
ment is swamped with orders. The a son of Lee Payson Cleveland, andI
benefit of relatives ar.d friends of the ;
new federal law. prohibiting ship grandson of the late Edward L.,
to children, to family and friends. You will have
children present: Address of wel
ment out of the State goes Into ef Cleveland, who for many years was
the extra money needed for gifts and other holiday
come, Joyce Halligan; Merry, Merry
fect next Monday.
,
a frpquent visitor in this section.
Christmas Bells, song by the school: '
Young Edward has been a prominent
expenses if you join our
I "A Little Boy." recitation. Warren
Because of the death of Prank E figure in athletics during his school
Philbrook; “My Best Fellow," recltaPost, who was its treasurer. Pleasant life and is a three-letter man.
I tion. Betty Morse; "Away in a Man
_____
Valley Orange will rot have its
ger," song, Edward Wilson; "Little
Christmas tree tonight, and there will
The accident to Prank E. Post,
Jack Horner." recitation. Earl Moore,
be no degree work.
reported in our Saturday issue, re
Jr.; "Bundles," reciation, Evelyn
sulted fatally. Mr. Post dying yes
The luckiest Rcckland man on terday morning as the result of In- !
Smih; “The Greatest Man," Vaughan
Christmas Day was Charles M. Lawry,
Philbrook; "My Gift." Joan Smith;
Juries received when he became en
chauffeur for Mrs. A. S. Littlefield.
‘ "Christ Was Once a Little Eoy," song,
T
ake
advantage
of
this
easy,
systematic
deposit
tangled in a wood sawing machine.
He is now busy explaining about it.
Charlote Moore, Verna Robinson. Vir
The funeral services will be held at
plan. Enroll now for 1934 by making your first deposit
ginia Starrett: “The Nices Day." Aland receiving congratulations.
the family residence on Thomaston
| fred Wilson: "We Three Kings," and
in
the
class
of
membership
that
suits
your
requirements.
Ralph H. Smith of 2622 Maxwill street Wednesday afternoon at 2
| “O. Come All Ye Faithful," vocal
avenue. Cheyenne. Wyoming, has this o'clock. Rev J. C. MacDonald offici
solos by Chrisine J. Starret; "Teach
paper's thanks for copies of the Wyo ating.
ing Tillie," a playlet, Marie Marr.
ming State Tribune and Cheyenne
Dorothy Marr, Virginia Starrett,
The Courier-Gazette's inquiry as
State Leader containing some inter
Henry Marr, Evelyn Smith, Ruth
Rockland,
Camden,
Union,
Vinalhaven,
Warren
to the pedigree of the schooner Seth
esting information on aviation.
Starrett, Edward Wilson. Charlotte
Parker, on which thc radio star is
Moore, Howard Borneman, Christine
One of the most sensational pic making his world cruise, brought
WALDOBORO
Jones, Verr.a Robinson, Sherman
UNION
tures of the year will be shown at several responses. C. L. Pascal cf
Edgar Daggett is in very poor Simmons, Russell Smith. Dorothy
Strand Theatre Thursday "Ann Vick Rockport writes: "The four-master Children's Night was observed by health.
Simmons: "O Little Town of Bethle
ers” from thc novel by Sinclair Lewis. Oeorgetic was built in Portland. Good Luck Rebekah Lodge following
James McEdwards who was severe hem.” song by the school; In Closing,
The cast is headed by Irene Dunne, Oregon in 1918 and hails from New the regular meeting last Tuesday eve
ly Injured by the accidental dis Martha Griffin.
Walter Huston and Conrad Nagel.
York. Her name was changed to ning. The program given by the chil charge of his gun and has been in a
Seth Parker. She carries a crew of dren proved most entertaining and a Portland hospital for several weeks,
An excellent Cristmas concert was
Knox County basketball fans sat
ten men. Her length Is 187 feet-, 8 beautiful Christmas tree holding gifts is spending the Christmas holidays given Sunday evening at the Baptist
up and took notice this morning
for
everyone,
with
pop
corn,
candy
inches: her beam 36 feet, 1 inch, and
with his parents, but has to return to Church, marked by a large attend
when they heard that Lincoln
her depth is 36 feet. 1 inch. She has and nuts, made the evening enjoy Portland for further treatment.
ance, all the children of the Sunday
Academy defeated the Alumni 32 to a spike bowsprit with a Jib-boom able. The committee in charge was
j schdol taking part. Irving Spear, su
Walter
Gleason
Is
at
Knox
Hos

17. The Academy team seems to J
made on the end of It. Mr. Pascal Mrs. Hattie Creamer, Mrs. Gladys pital for treatment.
perintendent, was in charge of toe
have a star ln young Erskine, who I was among the thousonds who re Ccffin and Mrs. Alma Pitch.
W. J. Bryant recently visited his service which contained these num
Dr, Allan R. Benner of Andover
scored 13 of its points.
cently visited the Seth Parker at
brother
Oliver S. Bryant at Walnut bers: March, by the school; re
Academy is spending the holidays at
Portland
a
few
Sundays
ago.
and
sponsive reading; prayer by the pas
The motion picture entertainment
Hill.
his home on Pleasant street.
tor, Rev. Howard) A. Welch; songs.
which was presented for holiday pa viewed her with the experienced eye
Miss Augusta Roakes is confined to
R’usscll S. Cooney and Miss Bar
"Christmas,"
a carol, and "Bethle
of
one
of
the
best
shipbuilders
on
thc
trons at Strand Theatre yesterday,
bara Cooney returned to New York her bed with grippe. Mrs. Edith
hem's Beautiful Star," by the primary
was shown by Manager Dondls at the Atlantic Coast.
Saturday after spending a few days Overlock is with her.
department; recitations, “Dolly's WelState Prison yesterday, forming an
with Mrs. J. J. Cooney at the Samp
Albert Mank who has been at
icome,"
Ruth Pease; "Christmas Day."
important feature of the inmates'
son homestead.
Knox Hospital came to board with
' Willis Berry; "Merry Christmas."
Christmas "Thre? Little Pigs" sent
Mrs. Nellie Overlock went to Provi- Mrs. Bertha Bryant t.wo weeks ago
Adelbcrt Norwood; "A Pull Stocking."
the men into an uproar.
denss Saturday, where she will spend and is gaining in strength and flesh,
MXry Norwood; song. "Away in a
, the holiday season with her daughter which is remarkable for a man al
Mir.ger." Robert Wyllie; lecitations.
The Navy's fighting strength which
Mrs. Walter Sturrock.
most 86 years old who has been, "Santa's Letter," Leland Tracy; “A
has been mustered on the West Coast
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Vannah are through a scJrtous operation. His
Cristmas Quiz," Merrill Piske; "Bright
for two or three years. Is to be trans
I being congratulated upon the birth of friends are very kind and thought
Christmas Morning." Lois Norwood;
ferred to the Atlantic for the coming
! a son. Dec. 21.
ful. calling often to help him pass “A Christmas Telephone." Vernon
summer, which means that Maine
i Miss Marion I. Waltz, daughter of the time pleasantly.
Rar.quist; “Chrismas Bells," Phyllis
ports will probably see many war
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Waltz, and Wal
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Morine have Smith; exercise, "Aren't You Glad
ships. It’s net too early to be asking
ter J. Stover, son of Mr. and Mrs. gone to housekeeping in the F. E. He Didn't?" by the second grade, six
our congressman for ships for Me
i Elbridge Stover of Boothbay, were Burkett rent.
children; recitation, “The Little Wit
morial Day. Fourth of July and Labor
united in marriage Monday evening.
Mrs. Mabelle McCrillis spent a few ness," Agnes Tracy; song. "Why Do
Day.
?t the home of the bride in West
days last week with friends at Wins the Bells at Christmas Ring?" Bev.
------Tangier
Waldoboro.
A few* relatives and
A rally for the young people of the
erly Cogan; exercise, three children
low.
Methodist churches in this district—
Tangier, or Tanjeh, Moroccan sea- ! friends were present and the cere
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames were in of the third grade; recitations, "The
Rookland, Rockport. Camden. Thom- port, of northwest Africa . . . Across mony was performed by the Rev. Rockland on business Saturday.
Christmas Star," Richard Butler;
aston, Union, etc., will take p.ace to- (
way jrom Gibraltar . . . Encom Elizabeth Green. Thc bride graduatThe Nazarcne Church will have its "The Marker King," Priscilla Hast
id from Waldoboro High School ln
morrow night at 7 at the local
Christmas tree this Tuesday evening. ings; Christmas Carols, by members
passed by old walls . . . Garrisoned 1932.
church, with Mrs. Florence Allen
The M. E. Church school had a of the Junior group; "Wat It a
Supt. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey are
Becm cf North Yarmouth as princi by a castle and several forts • . .
Christmas
tree and program Friday Dream?" by the Junior group; recita
pal speaker. A recreational period Striking when approached from thc , passing the Christmas vacation with
afternoon. Sunday evening thc tions, "The Child Jesus," Phyllis
has been arranged to follow the for sea . . . Huddled and old when seen relatives in Surry.
Perry; "Ben Hazzard's Guest," Vtrschool
went from house to house and
Warren Simmons, a student at thc
_.. .
, , ..
, ginia Wv e; dialogue, "Choosing thc
mal program.
ashore . . . Mbsques, synagogues,
' , .
’ .
high school in Everett. Mass., is pass sang Christmas carols to those sick
, Best Gift, toys of the intermediate
churches ■ . . Founded by the Carth ing the vacation with his motner Mrs. and shut in, a beautiful andj _
much i
’
'
, , ,
Two motor cars collided on Cam
_
...
, group; exercise, by girls' group; carol,
aginians ... It has been held by Cassie Simmons.
appreciated act. Those taking part;"" \
’ „
. .
den street Friday night because ot
lH
,
,
..
“Flocks ln thc Field, carol by the
Romans, Goths, Arabs. Portuguese.
„„„„„
Ladies' night was observed by the little knew the pleasure . they were
being obliged to dodge three pedestri
.
I young peoples group,
» . . »
ans who were walking on the wrong British. Spanish. French . . . Mad? Liens at Stahls Tavern Wednesday giving, and how sweet their voices ,
side of the street. When will the neutral in 1925. administered by- evening.* There were 24 members and sounded as they rang out on the air
Change-: During Fifty Years
Miss Annie Mae Rhodes, a student
public learn that it is dangerous to England, Prance and Spain . . . guests present. Mrs. John B. Nichol
It may be of interest to many to
walk on the right-hand' side of the Population busy with exports of son and John Newbum were in at Eastern State Normal School at
note
the change in the personnel of
street—dangerous not only to them oxen, eggs, canned fish, carpets, charge of the musical program, assist Castine, was one of thc four stu
the Georges River Woolen Mills since
woolens
and
goat
skins
.
.
.
Peopie
selves. but to automobile drivers who
ed by Mfs. John Grant as accompan dents on t.he Junior honor roll for
1878. The mill at that time was
do not see them If they are facing a in picturesque Oriental robes . . ist. Thc dining-room was attractive toe first half of the fall semester. owned by Warren people who operated
Tourists
about
the
cafes,
shopping
ly decorated in keeping with the holi She was honored by receiving thc
headlight.
under the name of Warren Manufac
on the Rue Es Ziaguine . . Great day s.'ason and the beautifully light highest rank in her class and had
It was a gala Christmas Day at doings on Sunday and Thursday ed Cnristmas tree laden with pack As in six’of her subjects. She was turing Co. ar.d had failed, thc officers
Paramount Restaurant when thc fine market days in the Grand Socco . . . ages for needy children, was a feature the only one in the science class ti being Albert Johnson, president;
William J. MacCallum, treasurer; W.
spirited managers served a free din Snake charmers, acrobats, fun.
of the evening. The menu included receive A rank. The townspeople
O. Puller and Church Vaughan as
ner to over 200 Joyous youngsters.
fruit cup. prime roast of beef, whipped ought to feel proud of this Union I direitore Jonathan Lane of Allen
Charles H. Berry qualified as a Jolly
Abe owned a well-known race potatoes, green beans, cabbage salad,
girl who has made such a fine rec-1 Lane, commission merchants of BosSt. Nick and Mrs. Jennie Allen Wil horse, for which Ikey offered him peach marlo. angel cake and coffee.
ord, and it speaks well for the Union tcn> wj,0 have handled the cloth from
son acted as hostess. The youthful $10,000. Abe accepted the offer ar.d
Mrs. A. H. Hammond and Miss schools also. Miss Rhodes gradua- (this mill for 50 years, asked Thomas
guests were entertained in groups of a cheque, promising to deliver toe Jessie Thompson of Freeport, L. I,,
ted from the high school last June Walker, Sr., then superintendent of
30 and provided much pleasure to the horse the next day.
have been in town the past few days,
ar.d friends offer congratulations on the Lynn Mill at Hartland, to come
regular Paramount patrons. It was a
Overnight, however, the horse died. called by the death of Mrs. L. B. Hall.
her success.
to Warren to manage thc mill and he
fine bit of service rendered by the But Abe could not bear to lose his
Thursday at 7.30 p. m. at. the came in June, 1878, the rest of the
restaurant and is much appreciated. bargain, so he cashed the cheque
Church of t*)e Nazarene the Salvation family joining him in November of
L What Your Want
and sent the horse on.
Army of Rockland will be toe special the same year.
The Houlton High School basket
Lin
the
WAWTAPgl
He heard nothing further and did
workers in the monthly evengelistic
With Thomas Walker, Sr„ as super
ball team is making its annual inva
his best, to avoid Ileey. Unfortu
service conducted at this church. intendent, the other officials were
sion of Knox County this week, play
Ensign Thomas Hand will be the his sons James Walker, assistant
ing in Rockport tonight. Thomaston nately. t^c day came when they met
speaker and an instrumental quartet superintendent, and Thomas Walker.
Wednesday night, and Camden face to face. Abe took the bull by
LET ME
will provide the music. Beginning Jr., as designer. George W. Walker
Thursday night. Friday night it the horns and asked Ikey what had
Handle Your
Dec. 31 there will be revival meetings was then a weaver, and Rcbert Walk
swings over the border into Lincoln become of the horse.
"Veil," said Ikey, “ven I found it
! conducted by Evangelist Daniel E. er a wool sorter. Several townspeople
County, to play Lincoln Academy.
Patronc of Newark. N. J. Mr. Pa- still owned stock, including M. R.
The 'Roostook lads are a strong com vos dead, seeing that everyone knew
The Modern Way
tronc Is an accomplished violinist and Mathews, Edwin Smith and Abijah
bination, coached by Huse Tibbetts, a vat. a wonderful horse it was, I
will
play at the services as well as Vinal. Both broad and narrow looms
former Rockport boy, and some fejl raffled it, and 25 people bought
Dodge and Plymouth Can
preach. Sunday services are at 10.30 i were used at that time, the former
thrillers are expected in the fpur tickets at $500 each.”
USED CARS OF ALL KINDS
"But,’ said Abe, “didn't anyone
a. m. and 7.30 p. m.; every night ex turnim out cloth 54 inches wide, the
games above listed. Houlton will es
cept Saturdays at 7.30 The meetings latter but 28 inches wide. George W
pecially have it in for Thomaston, grumble?”
continue through Sunday. Jan. 21. Walker from weaver became loom
"Only the man who won It," re
which was one of the few Maine
TEL. 8007
Everybody ts cordially invited to all fixer, boss weaver, designer and asteams to defeat the quintet- from plied Ikey, “so I gave him his money
TENANT'S HARBOR, ME.
‘-istunt Superintendent until the
these services.
Spudli'iid last season.
back."
C-IMINO NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

William <P. Burpee who was
Dec. 27—Fales Circle has a Christmas
knocked down by an autoombile
party at home of Mrs. Bernice Jackson.
Dec. 27—Christmas party given by near his home on Park street some
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary.
Dec. 28—Diligent Dames meet with Mrs weeks ago, is now able to be out.

We Take Stock January 1st

We Want To

Close Out Certain Dresses

and Coats This Week
COATS

DRESSES

Every coat is included (except six

Not every dress in stock is included

or seven which have been bought

but hundreds are

and sold as specials).

Quite a few "Wee Maid

INSURANCE

llENRY K. ALLEN

Dresses at Half Price

iSENTER CRANE COMPANY:

TROMMER’S
MALT BEER

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

Tales-

MANY HALF PRICE

Is Carefully Handled All The Way

From Manufacturer To

Consumer

You Want The Best!
J*

JOHN BIRD COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
FOR THE STATE OF MAINE
-JrJrJrJrJrJrJrJr-IrJnJi jgnjajzfafgJzramzmgJzigjafajgizrajarefgfgfzrajHziHnraiafafZfzmHfgraigrerejgJHJt..

death of Thomas Walker Sr., In 1898 '
when he became superintendent and
agent, Robert Walker assistant super
intendent, and Nathaniel B. Eastman
as clerk.
Since the ownership and manage
ment have changed the new officers
are: James MacDougall of Fairfield ,
president, George W. Walker vice
president, and Lionel F. Jealous ol
Lebanon, N. H„ treasurer. Mr. Mac
Dougall was agent for several years
for the American Woolen Mill Co. in
many places throughout Maine, and
was formerly superintendent of the
Mississippi Mills at Wesson, Miss.
Mr. Walker has teen associated with
the bue'ners for more than 50 years;
Mr. Jealous was associated with his
father Francis Jealous, now retired
and living at Brookline, Mass., as
manager of the Lebanon Mills Cor
poration, at Rockdale, Mass.

LEACH’S
SPECIALTY STORE

After Christmas

THREE DAY
SALE
DECEMBER 27, 28, 29
Women’s, Misses’ and Children's
Fur and Self-trimmed

BORN
VANNAH At Waldoboro. Dec. 21. to Mr
and Mrs Stanley Vannah, a son
MURRAY At Port Clyde. Dec 14. to Mr
and Mrs. Herbert Murray a daughter
WOTTON—At Hanley Maternity Home.
Rockland. Dec. 23, to Mr. and Mrs
Walter Wotton. a daughter. DorothyAnna.

MARRIED
AMES-McQRILLIS—At Union. Dec 23, by
Rev. R. H Moyle. Alvah Earl Arnes of
Union and Mrs Mabelle McCrillis of
Rockland
STOVER-WAI,T2—At West Waldoboro.
Dec. 25. by Rev. Elizabeth Green,
Walter J Stover of Boothbay and Miss
Marlon I. Waltz of Waldoboro

DIED
COLBY—At Rockport. Dec; 23. Prank
P Colby, aged 50 years. 3 months. 2
days Funeral Tuesday at 2 o’clock
from the home.
POST—At Rockland. Dec. 25, Frank
Emery Post, aged 72 years, 8 months
16 days. Funeral Wednesday nt 2
o'clock from late residence. 90 Thomas
ton street.
CAKI) OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks for the
kindness extended to us In our recent
bereavement and loss of wife and
mother. Nellie Sldellnger; especially to
Parker Burnett and for the beautiful
flowers and those furnishing cars.
Frank M Sldellnger. Mrs Ruth Morse,
Elaine and Dorothy Sldellnger.
Thomaston,

ROCKLAND, ME.

366 MAIN STREET,

COATS
At Amazingly Low Prices on Individually Selected
Stock, 25% to 33 1-3% Discount

COATS
COATS
COATS
COATS
COATS
COATS
COATS
COATS
COATS
COATS

Originally $39.50.

Now

Originally

52.50.

Now

Originally

45.00.

Now

Originally

29.50.

Now

Originally

21.50.

Now

Originally

1.9.50.

Now

Originally

17.50.

Now

Originally

10.50.

Now

Originally

5.98.

Now

Originally

3.98.

Now

>42.50
3930
29.50
22.50
18.50
15.50
1230
8.00
4.98
2.98

Every-Other-Day
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Shop With The Blue Eagle For Fair Prices
t*

KENTS, Inc.
“Thc Most Complete Service Center in Maine"

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

jEb

ROCKLAND
SHOE REPAIRING CO.

U.&G.MMOTOR EXPRESS
Sherwc
Sherwood Upham. Prcprie'.o"

Tel. «0—All Gjoods Insured—Daily Service

580-585 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

PORTLAND, ROCKLAND. (A.MDLN

IN “TIIE BICKNELL," ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

DYER’S GARAGE

HARRY P. CHASE

Dodge and Plymouth

Radio, Electricians, Refrigeration

Expert Shoe Repairer

PARK ST., ROCKLAND

442 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

LLMEROCK ST.. OPP. PEOPLE S LAUNDRY

WE DO OUR PART
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CHAPE’S LUNCH

NUTT SHOE STORE

At "The Brook

The Family Store

NATIONAL NRA

ROCKLAND. MAINE

436 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

With every passing day the complete nationalization of the NRA nears comple

5^

JOHN A. BLACK CO.
Insurance In All Ila Forms

PHONE 390, ROCKLAND

tion. It is here to stay, a pait and parcel of the new economic system and the

death knell of the old “rugged individualism.”
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Wholesale Confectioners

Department Store

ROCKLAND, MAINE

410 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Phone Rockland 71 For Service

PARKER’S
SERVICE STATION

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.
TEL. 8191, ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CHARLES C. TIBBETTS

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Confectioner

ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN,
WARREN

288 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

A. T. THURSTON
TEL. 648, ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

R. U. COLLINS

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Real Estate and Insurance

Coal and Wood

PHONE 77, ROCKLAND

517 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

>

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

------------

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

SIDNEY F. COPELAND
New and Used Cars

PERRY’S MARKET
"FOODLAND"

428 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

C. O. Haraden. Prop.
PHONE 629, ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

I. L. SNOW CO.

E.B. HASTINGS & CO.

i

Ship Repairs

JOHN B. ROBINSON
Furniture
486 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

E. L. SPEAR & CO.
GLIDDEN PAINT STORE
591 AND 615 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Sales and Service
Reo, Chrysler, Plymouth. Willys, Auburn
PHONE 466-W, ROCKLAND

i Successor
to Roberts & Veazie)
*
General Insurance

PHONE 1060-J, ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

NEWBERRY’S
362 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

HARBORSIDE LUNCH

FARREL CO., Inc.

Lunches, Beer, Magazines

Genuine Auto Electric Parts

TILLSON AVE. i Kickapoo Berth I ROCKLAND

643 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

MAINE MUSIC STORE

GREGORY’S

Musical Instruments and Sporting Goods

Men's Wear

395 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ff=

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

HERBERT B. BARTER
General Contractor

227 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

W. A. KENNEDY
Fruit and Confectionery
“AT THE BROOK, ' ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

GREGORY’S
Picture & Framing Shop
OVER CRIE HARDWARE CO., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

GENERAL ICE CREAM
CORP.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

C. M. BLAKE
Wall Paper and Paint
662 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Texaco, Tydol, Greasing, Tires
PARK ST., ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

Coal, Wood, Groceries

H.M.deROCHEMONT
Waltham Oil Burners, Plumbing, Heating
106 PLEASANT ST., ROCKLAND

PHONE 5, THOMASTON

WE SUPPORT THE NRA
W£ SUPPORT THE NRA

CHESTER R. WALLACE

FRANK A. WHEELER

Groceries and Provisions—Warren-Rockland Express

General Insurance In All Its Branches

MIDDLE ROAD, WARREN—PHONE 1-34

I’HONE 98 OR 556-R, ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

JOSEPH ADAMS
362 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

"The Home Store"

393 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

DUNN & ELLIOT CO.

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

Boot and Shoe Repairing

CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

COMMUNITY
SERVICE STATION

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

"THE BICKNELL" ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

MAURICE F. LOVEJOY

Wall Paper, Paints, Gift Shop

316 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

“GONIA’S”

Dry Goods and W all Paper

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

342 MAIN ST.. Opp. Strand Theatre. ROC KLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

----------------- ep------------------

H. & H. EXPRESS

Certified Cleansing and Pressing

II

WE SUPPORT THE NRA
.NPA

LOURAINE’S

“We Make Your House a Home"
313-319 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 980

PARK 4 HIGH STS., TELS. Rockland 238: Warren 12-5

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

689 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Electrical Contracting, Refrigeration

ROCKLAND. MAINE

1

SEA VIEW GARAGE CO.
“Home of Chevrolet"

A. C. McLOON & CO.
In All Departments

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND, MAINE

OldMiiobilr Sal's and Service

General Auto Repairing
PHONE 3-4—NORTH HAVEN

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

DOYLE’S EXPRESS

WM.E.DORNAN&SONS
»t (cj< an

Memorials
EAST UNION

» MARDEN’S CASH STORE
Meats, Groceries, Bread, Pastry'
TEL. 40, NORTH HAVEN

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

GRANITE ROCK
BOTTLING WORKS
E. Stewart Orbeton, Prop.
PHONE 8469-11, ROCKLAND
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Shop With The Blue Eagle For Fair Prices
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT
LIME CORP.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE

EASTERN GRAIN CO.

Distributors for the Pocaltohtus Fuel Co.
Original Pocahontus Coal
ROCKLAND, MAINE

C H. Merrifield. Mgr

Every Drug Store Need

PARK STREET. ROCKLAND

PARK ST.. ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Oil Burners, Refrigeration, Fuel Oil
"I-' '
ROCKLAND, MAINE

JOHN BIRD CO.

CLARENCE F. JOY

Ladies' Specialty Shop

Insurance

ROCKLAND, MAINE

375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

99
“BUY NOW!

LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
ROCKLAND, MAINE
>OH

Insurance

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

V. A. LEACH

McDOUGALL-LADD
CO.
r

Insurance
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

COCHRAN,
BAKER & CROSS

**

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

PARAMOUNT
Restaurant & Luncheonette

Home Furnishers

402 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

OTHER

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

* CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
McLAIN SHOE STORE

wrt
Most Complete Line of Drugs and Supplies in Rockland

MAIN ST. AT LLMEROCK, ROCKLAND
432 MAIN ST., ROC KLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

273 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

NAMES AT LATER DATES

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

NOTE—The Rockland Compliance Board will meet at 2 o’clock every Monday
afternoon in the City Council Room to receive complaints from employers and
employes on NRA matters. The board has jurisdiction over the southern half
of the county beginning with Glencove and including the islands.
THIS IS A PARTIAL LIST OF KNOX COUNTY NRA MEMBERS.

“Nation Wide”

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

I. LESLIE CROSS

FEYLER’S

C. E. MORSE
Jeweler—Opp. Strand Theatre
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Wholesale Fish Dealer

Cleansing and Pressing

TILLSON’S WHARF, ROCKLAND

457 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, TEL. 494-R

CARINI’S

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Fruit and Confectionery
OPP. STRAND THEATRE, ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ECONOMY FRUIT CO.

ARTHUR L. ORNE, Inc.

G. W. PALMER & SON
Jeweler

Insurance

9 Park Street

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA
WE SUPPORT THE NRA

W. H. GLOVER CO.

CHISHOLM BROS.
Fruit, Confectionery, lee Cream

Contractors and Builders

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND. MAINE

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
Complete Garage Service
PARK ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

'«*•

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND LOAN
& BUILDING ASSOCIATION

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CUTLER’S
Woman's Specialty Store

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

E. C. MORAN & CO.
Insurance
ROCKLAND, MAINE

369 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

=*±t

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

E. B. CROCKETT
5c AND 10c TO $1.00 STORE

«« ko««

mn

HAVENER’S
BOTTLING WORKS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Choice Sodas
ROCKLAND. MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA
• •’
•

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

I'D

LEON J.if WHITE
Jeweler—Watches, Diamonds

ir

FIREPROOF GARAGE
"storage, Washing, Specialize! Lubrication

HEWETT’S
BOTTLING WORKS

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

S. RUBENSTEIN
Clothes For Men

63 PARK ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
H. H. CRIE & CO.

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

JOHNSON & HALLOWELL
Automobile Repairing
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

ROYAL SHOE STORE
High Grade f ootwear

ROCKLAND. MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Hardware
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

BURPEE & LAMB
Clothiers,

3G5 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

L. E. BLACKINGTON

MRS. C. H. MERRIFIELD

C. W. HOPKINS

WILLIS I. AYER

ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO.

Garments Altered and Repaired—Over Newberry's

Buiek, Pontiac—Body and Fender Work

Men’s Clothier

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

“AT THE BROOK," ROCKLAND

Distributors of “Utica Club"

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

WE SUPPORT THE NRA

PHILIP SULIDES

Clothing and Shoes

Hat Cleaning—Shoe Shining

310 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

"ROCKLAND, MAINE

MILLER’S GARAGE
Used Cars

RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

J. A. JAMESON CO.

NAUM & ADAMS

Groceries and Provisions

Fruit, Confectionery, Tobaccos

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THOMASTON

Every-Otber-Day
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Miss Ada Coleman entertained at !
supper followed by contract Friday ■ ji
night, her guests being Mrs. J. Ed
ward Elliot, Miss Ruth Pillsbury and
Miss Helen Killeran. There was a
Christmas tree with gifts for each
guest.
The Christmas tree and exercises at
the Baptist vestry Friday evening
drew a large number. Under the guid
ance of the ruperintendent. assisted
by Mrs. Singer and Miss McLain of
the committee and a dozen others,
things went off orderly and fast.
Santa Claus and his letter from the
North Pole made a great hit. A new
Santa in the person of Kenneth Keyes
appeared. A good program by the
superintendents of the primary and
junior departments had been pre
pared and was happily received:
Junior room, playlet. "The boy whom
nebody wanted,” Mrs. Kilborn.
Pauline Burnham. Maxine Chapman.
Walter Chapman. Lewis Stone. Lewis
Johnson: primary, "A great big star,”
Lawrence Chapman; recitations. Rus
sell Miller. George Tillson; "The real
St. Nick," Beverley Kirkpatrick; "My
dolly," Doris Vinal. Joan Vinal; song,
primary department; recitation. "Our
13-Slid
dormouse
7- Observed
Wish," Billy Condon; song by Mrs
15-Artist
39- Ameriean
8- And others
Singer's class; singing of Christmas
17-Large advertising
Temperance
(Lat., abbr.)
signs
hymns by the audience and school.
Society (abbr.)
10- Pieee of bed-linen
19-To paint in a cheap
40- More crippled
11- Carried (Colloq.)
Mis.- Mary Carter of the University
fashion
13- Ocean
42-lndex
of Maine library staff was at home
21-Performed
44- Shakespearean
14- Mature
for the weekend and Christmas Day.
23- Salt (Lat.)
character
16-Fissure
24- Farm animal
45- Pieces out
The Federated Church fittingly ob
18-Boys
27- Wrong
46- Moved rapidly
20- Etruscan god
served the Christmas season. Friday
28- Kingdom in India
21- Combining form.
afternoon the beginners and primary
30- Apportions
VERTICAL
Air
31- An opening in an
boys and girls of the church school
22- Memorandums
enclosure
24- A land measure (pi.) 1- An insect
had their Christmas tree party, and
33- Earth (Fr.)
25- Eager
2- A sly glance
that evening the junior, intermediate
34- Observed
26- Pertaining to
3- Unto the time of
and senior departments had their
4-Prevent from acting 37-Jurr.p
■ punishment
5- English school
36-Seize
party, with carols and exercises by
29-A grass-like herb
41-Combining form.
6- A rodent
32- At any time
the different classes and a tree with
7- Darken
Middle
33- Haif a score
gifts. The parents and friends who
43-An article of
9-Fine. as a line
35- Darling
attended enjoyed both these events.
furniture
1O-Rest
36— Sa g
Sunday morning in the church school
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
the higher departments united for
Donald
of
Boothbay
Harbor.
Mr.
and
the service with Christmas hy*mns
AiSj1ID'E
BlL !A □ r
and stories. At morning worship the Mrs. William Hoffses. Mrs. Lucy Sils oil|a n
L jE M O N h
sermon was on "Jesus the Interpreter tery made up the party.
a'n y|
t
!
o
R
Miss
Frances
Ha..r
of
Malden.
S
of Life." completing the thought of
M. 1 L
ON E L ZEy
the two preceding weeks. Cantique Mats, and brother Simon Kahn ct
e'npIIc RE E Pl Fiv e
Ca
r,bridge,
a
e
guests
of
their
father
de Noel was sung by Dr. O. F. Cush
D A R El
A R E
ing. and the anthem. And There Were Roland Kahn.
William
M.
Cutten
of
Lewiston
spent
Shepherds was sung by the choir.
The prelude wis from The Manger I Christmas w.th hi! s.ster Miss M
Throne, the offertory was Shepherd s Belle Cullen, and wl.\ remain in town
Song, by Merkel, and the postluac I until Thursday.
The inmate-; of the State Prison
was Festival Pcstlude by Ashford.
were
entertained with a Christmas
The candle and carol services in the
i veiling presented the Christmas story dinner and a moving picture show.
The men who came home from the
in readings and the lovely old carols,
with a brief sermon entitled The C.C.C. left this morning on their re
ROCKVILLE
L ight of the World. The light of the turn. ordered to report for duty Tues
many candles neiylitened the beauty day morning at 8 o'clock.
The snowstorm Wednesday nigh’
Mis. Elizabeth Nelson was a recent left iu its wake a blanket of glisten
of the Christmas decorations, wreaths
and ropes of evergreen, with green guest of her brother Dr Ailyr.e Pea ing white, of a thickness cf several
banking the altar. As in other years body.
inches. The snow plow and the men
Richard Wy’.lie was home for with their shovels cleared the road;
this was the handwork of the choral
a-sxiatlon, and the church people Christmas from the CCC in Stcwe. and sidewalk. The hilltops under the
Mis: Anna Donohue of Bcston white coverlet and the evergreen trees
apr’cclate this labor so finely done:
and they also voice their thanks to spent tl holiday at her home in with their branches supporting an
Mr. Leach. Miss Ruggles. Miss Wood town.
abundance cf snow lent a truly
cock the organist and all the choir
Mr. and Mrs Maynard Eras tr ana Christmas aspect.
for arranging ar.d presenting this daughter Anne. Mr. and Mrs. Rodney
Mis- Olive Tolman was recently
year's candle and carol service, a Brasier. Arthur Brasier of Woodfords overnight guest of Miss Marcia Farbeautiful ending to Christmas Sun - and Edward Randall of Caribou weie well in Rockland, also of Mrs. Look.
etgy. The evening order of service guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Spear
Gordon Bennett has been spending
fAiows: Prelude. Lovely Enfant, by j for Christinas.
a few days with friends in Boston.
Kreckel; processional, O Come All Ye ‘ Tb, CVening of music at the BapElmer Starr is receiving treatment
Faithful; prayer; scripture. How I tist Chureh. with songs of the Christat the Maine General Hospital in
Btauiiful Upon the Mountains; an- ma- time £un, by tbe choral AssociPert land.
them. The Newborn King. The Story atjon. illustrated by stereoptlcon sl.d’s
Kenneth Witham and family have
of Christmas; the Messenger of the of the masterpieces of painting by
Lord, carol: Good Christmas Men, Rc- the old artists, was an inspiring ana meved from Rockland Highlands into
jo.ee. The Shepherds, carol; Shep satisfactory service. The pictures the S. P. Earrows rent.
herds, Shake Off Ycur Drowsy Sleep. shown were: View of Nazareth, home
Mi;. Annie Rokcs is spending the
The Heavenly Choir, carol: It Came of Jotcph and Mary; The Annuncia winter with her mother Mrs. MaUpon the Midnight Clear. The tion. The Immaculate Conception. grelta Oxton.
Manger, carol: What Child Is This? The Visit of Mary to Elizabeth. The
Mrs. Lula Mai hall Is spending the
The Wise Men. carol: The First Noel. Angels Appearing to the Shepherds. winter in Augusta.
The Presentation, chant: Nunc Dim- The Wise Men. The Holy Family, by
The children cf the village school
ittis, carol: Long Years Ago in Beth Correggio. The work of the chorus.
and members of ihe Sunday School
lehem. The Light of the World; re Mrs. J. Walter Strout, leader; of the bad a trec ar.d,gjve an entertainment
cessional, While Shepherds Watched soloists and the players on the In- Thursday evening.
The pageant
Their Flecks; benediction; choral strumcr.ts, were highly commended. "Why the Chimes Rang" was presentamen.
The morning service at this church cd by viljo HiU Helen and Viyian
Mis- Maude H. 1 crir.ord, a teacher was wall attended. The pastors top.c. c'Jala, Helen Hall, Arlene and Percy
in Plymouth. Mass, is visiting at her "Star of Hope" was well presented. Stanlcy, Evans Toiman. Harold Hall.
old home at Oyster River. She has and the special music was » he'pful | junjc- 8lRn.tt. Doris Hall, Mary
as guest Mr. Whitney, superintendent factor in the worship.
Telman, Irja Hill, EthPl Hall, Rayof schools at Plymouth.
• • • •
mend C'Jala and Josephine Telman.
Robert Roberts. Fred Linnell. John
Mrs. Ida E. Gllchrcct
There, were recitations by Dolly
DeWir.ter, Miss Harriet Rose. Miss
The funeral cf Mrs. Ida E. Gil- Stanley. Arlene Stanley. Helen Hall,
Katherine Stevens, Arthur McDonald
chrest. widow of Capt. Caleb Gil- Percy Stanley, Ruth Dean, Ethel
of New York. Thomas Donaldson of
chrest. was held at the A. D. Davis Hall and a song by the primary
Bath, Douglas Walker were all in I
chapel Friday afternoon. Rev. Hu- Clares. The church presented a very
town for the Christmas vacation..
bert F. Leach officiated. The bearers ChrL'masy aspect with a large tree
Mrs. Raymond Levensaler of Oak
land. Calif, who was recently oper were Capt. Arthur J. Elliot, Capt. decorated with ornaments and ladJchn Brown. Capt. James E. Creigh- en with gifts, bags of pop com and
ated upon at a hospital there for ap
ten and Capt. Hollie Harrington. In-| oranges, and several small trees on
pendicitis, is new making good recov
terment
was in the Thomaston cemc- Ihe platform, and large red bell1
ery.
tery.
hanging from wires across the
Dr. B. E. Keller spent Christmas
Mrs. Gilchrest was a daughter cf church. A real Santa Claus to disin Portland with his daughter Mrs.
William F. and Joan (Robinson) jpsn.se the presents mads a fitting
Carleton Hammond and family.
Hodgkins. Thomaston had been her j climax for the boys and girls. Mr.
Miss Kathryn Scott of the Uni
versal Producing Co.. New York city, heme during her lifetime. She was a Currier, Miss Whitney and the girls
is at home for the Chris.mas vaca member of the Congregational of the neighborhood deserve much
Church and cf Grace Chapter. O.E S credit for the entertainment and tree.
tion
Carroll Carter of Water street, had | She b £Urvived by a da^hter.
STONINGTON
an uncomfortable experience with gas Minnie Andrews cf Thomaston, and
in his garage Sunday. A timely visit grandsons, Philip and Harold An
Andrew Bartlett is spending the
to the garage by his father was provi drews ot Hyannis, Mass.
Christmas vacation with his parents
dential. Carroll was well under the
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Eartlett. He has
Mrs. Nellie Sidclingcr
influence of the gas when his father
been attending an aviation school in
The funeral of Mrs. Nellie Sjidediscovered him. Dr Hodgkins ap
plied saving remedies.
[ linger was held Saturday afternoon I Newark, N. J.
Adrca Bartlett and Eric ThorbMrs. Nellie Starrett of the Normal1 at her late hem? on Hylcr street. Rev.
jornson of Tenant's Harbor are the
School faculty at Ger.rseo. N. Y„ is H. F. Leach offlclatirg. The bearers
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
a holiday guest of Mr. and Mrs. E, P. were Parker Bennett, Loring Orff.
A. T. Bartlett during the holidays.
Starrett.
I Hiram Libby and Edgar Libby. InMiss Fannie Crute who teaches In j terment was in the Thomaston cemeWinstead, Conn., was in town Satur- tery. Mrs. Sidelinger is survived toy
day on her way to visit relatives in her husband. Frank M. Sidelinger; 1
three daughters, Ruth, Elaine and
Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kalloch had i Dorothy of Thomaston; and three j
a family Christmas dinner in their brothers. James and Joseph Hanley
home. Their son Stanley of Bangor, of Rockland ai d Patrick Manley ol
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Riley ar.d son Bath.

Sell*

KNEES OF THE WEEK

YANKEES ENMESHED
BY OPIUM SCANDAL
Brought to Light by Raid of

MINE

Peiping.—A raid on the Hotel
Middle Kingdom staged by Chinese
police, troops and Japanese troops,
in which a score or more Chinese
and Koreans were arrested for drug
dealing, served to draw foreign at
tention to the use of opium In
Peiping. The normal American res
ident, while aware that the drug can
be had easily, generally Jets It go at
that.
However, In the discussion. It ap
peared that young Americans, girls
ns well ns hoys, who came to China
for a few weeks have begun to take
a whirl with the opium pipe. These
youths bear names very often of
well-known and highly respected
American families and their actions
decidedly shock the American com
munity of Peiping.
In some enses they request Chi
nese servants to provide the drug
and pipes. The former In disgust
have been known to quit rather
than oblige. One American resident
was dragged Into tl)e opium scan
dal unwittingly when the police dis
covered that the servants’ quarters
housed an opium salesroom.
Opium figures very largely In the
news from almost every section of
China. Officials are either honest
ly endeavoring to suppress the drug
or else they are conniving in Its ditribution. At Hangchow four high
officials were executed for dealing
io the nefarious trade.
Kaifeng, capital of Honan prov
ince, celebrated Opium Prohibition
day when the city was festooned
with flags and a mass meeting held
presided over by the governor.
The opium prohibition Inspector
publicly reported that popples were
still being grown in 59 counties,
but a systematic campaign was be
ing waged to end such production.
He asked for six years in which to
completely stamp out opium gro.,
ing, sales, and smoking within the
province. He Is already enforcing
his plan by sending out soldiers w ho
lop oft the poppy flowers with their
big swords as their rifles swing from
the other shoulder.

FOR COMPORT

PRf1V SM00rH
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KNEE? ACTION

Afternoon Tea Is Energizer
Declares Lita Gray Chaplin

»

TO LET

ROOMS to let. large, warm, pleasant;
one with running water, near postofnee
MRS. VIVIAN HEWETT, 30 High St
144-tf
Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
HOUSE
117
Llmerock
St.,
to
let.
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi to heat. Reasonable rent. W Easy
M.
tional lines five cents each for one time, RHODES Tel 347-W____________1JP156
10 cents for three times. Six words
make a line.
SIX room house with bath, lights, gas.
to let. MRS E C GRANT. 184 South
147-tf
♦ » Main St. Tel. 526-M

In Everybody’s Column

LOST AND FOUND

♦

VERY attractive apartment to let. five
rooms and bath, hot water and heat the
year around. Call 91 NORTH MAIN ST.
Tel. 180-J.
137-tf

TIRE CHAINS found on Main St
FOUR furnished rooms with bath to
from auto No 56-522 Apply at COU- I’’ ,.InqU2re i,RS„-.W,..8 KENNISTON.
RILR-OAZETTE.
154-lt 176 M»m St. Tel. 8,4-W__________ 144-tf

WANTED

Paris.

A horde of Teutons has descended
and taken possession of the night
clubs, theaters, restaurants and
cafes. On the boulevards, at the
races and In the lobbies of concert
halls, German is the language of the
day.
Some of the invaders are German
Jews, some are political exiles, and
others are tourists. Paris lias gath
ered them in, just as she welcomed
American and British visitors of
other days.
The warmth of this welcome may
or inay not have been determined
by the fact that the Invaders are
spending money. Despite the diffi
culty of transferring capital out of
the reieli, they are the chief patrons
of those places where only money
will do.
Probably in deference to them,
Paris is having a season of German
music.

POSITION as chef or order cook want
ed Best of references HORACE PARRY
Ctt)
’tf
PURE WHITE full shaggy female kit- j
tea with blue eves, three, four or five
months old Will pay good price. BAY
VIEW FARM. North Haven______ 150-155 ,
WANTED—We pay the highest prices
for fresh nearby hennery eggs, graded or
ungraded. Native potatoes, native kid-;
ney Johnson, yellow eye or pea beans
U.-ed sacks free from holes any amount
Laving pullets, any breed
STOVER
FEED MFC. CO.. 86 Park St. Tel 1200
151-156

EIGHT room apartment to let. all
modern, garage, over West End Market,
Thomaston. $12 month. V. F. STUDLEY.
283 Main St Tel 1154.
144-tf

MODERN tenement to let at 157 Talbot
Ave OVERNESS SARKESIAN.
128-tf
MODERN four and six room rents with
garage. Partly furnished If desired. 17
Grove St. R. W BICKFORD. Tel. 611-M
125-tf

WELL furnished apartment to let,
three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
ST. Tel. 156-W
144-tf
HEATED apartments, all moaern. n
rooms
Apply at CAMDEN & ROC
LAND WATER CO. Tel 634
144

REAL ESTATE

Makes Own Sugar Cookies how much the right kind of food
means to a growing child.
‘‘At home we always have a lit
For Her Two Boys
tle afternoon tea—of course, they
When Home
don't have tea—just a sweetened
drink and some cookies. I join
them with some real tea and here's
‘
By Mabel Love
a little trick which housewives
should know about.
"I was experimenting one day
OME folks have the domestic
streak so clearly defined within and took a lump of sugar and
them that trouping across the coundipped It in lemon juice, then
try, doing three a day In vaudeville dropped it in the tea. It's really
can't seem to overshadow it and the a novet way to have both lemon
old lure of the kitchen crops out at and sugar for of course we should
not omit the sugar because of Its
the most unexpected moments.
Such a person is Lita Gray Chap energy value and the fact that it
lin. former wife of the internation is nature's greatest fuel food.
"That's why I always have
ally famous comedian, who is now
touring the east and middle west cookies for the children at our
as the headliner in a vaudeville afternoon teas. Children even
skit which is really nothing more fiiorS than grown ups need energy
than an excuse to introduce this foods because of the strenuous way
charming little lady to the theater they go about everything.”
After that little lecture there
going public.
a We were talking about the was only one thing left for this
theater in Miss Chaplin’s dressing Interviewer to do and that was ask
room when suddenly the conver for the recipe for the cookies.
Here it is:
sation switched to children or per
Llta'a Sugar Cookie*
haps I should say to the two most
important children in her life—the 1/3 cupful shorten- 1 teaspoonful baking
lng
powder
two little Chaplins.
cupful sugar
'/. teaspoonful salt
“I get so lonesome without 21 eggs,
beaten
1 teaspoonful flavorlng extract or
them." she said wistfully, "but it 114 cupfuls pastry
flour
spice
would be selfish of me to bring
Cream sugar and shortening and
them along on such a tour as this.
They are now in school in Califor add eggs, beating mixture thor
nia and are both good students. oughly. Sift together dry ingredi
Why they can speak French like ents and add to mixture with
flavoring extract. Form into a
little natives.”
"But.” Miss Chaplin continued, “I roll, chill and slice. Use 2>4 table
am never really happy when I am spoonfuls less flour for drop
far away from them. I worry about cookies. Bake on greased baking
their health and what they are get sheet in hot oven of 425° F., for
ting to eat because I know just about eight minutes.

2,000-Year-OId Theater
Unearthed in England
London.—A music hall of 2.000
years ago has been excavated at St.
Albans. Dr. It. E. Mortimer Wheel
er, who is directing the excavations,
explains this music hall as being
an ordinary classical tlfbater, with
semi-circular auditorium and small
stage in front.
Doctor Wheeler said: "We are
digging on the site of the prehis
toric city, where we have found
further traces of the defenses,
showing that the city before Roman
times extended for upwards of half
a mile across the hilltop overlook
ing the River Ver."
Within the Roman city a series
of houses have been unearthed,
which throw more light on the
street plan of the nnclpnt City. The
city itself was built In a number
of large blocks nearly 4<k> feet
square, each block containing a
large number of houses and shops.

S

Officials Run Town
From Prison Cells

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders
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JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB

i

Weekly Payments, 25 Cents to $5.00

V
j;
*
■
§

stjj
w

38 SUMMER ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 136
127’129tf

It

*
K

Paris.—Fifteen years after the
World war, the Germans have taken

Osteopathic Physician

ROYAL Beer Garden to let. fully
! equipped, with or without bowling
alleys. Can be made Into dance space
If preferred. To be rented at low price.
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel. 1154.
j _ ________________________________ 152-tf
ONE horse sled for sale cheap, In good
condition TEL. 806-M.
153-155
FOX terrier pups for sale. RAYMOND
WILLIAMS, Warren Highland. Address
1 R> 1. Thomaston._________________ 152*154
NEW MILCH cow. four years old and
calf for sale.
EDWIN C. MERRIAM.
Rockport_____ __________________ 152*154
1
EIGHTY ACRES for sale, berries, fruit.
| large set of buildings with furnishing-,
excellent business site on ba ’c road.
Six lakes within radius of three miles.
■ Oood for summer boarders, game pre
serve or farming
Reason for selling,
leaving state. Write LAWRENCE fclf-----------DONALD. ---------------------Lincolnville. Me.
153-155
SCREENED soft lump coal for sale,
I 19. one-half ton. $4 50; hard coal. $14.
J. B. PAULSEN. Tel. 84-2 Thomaston
______________________________ 149*154-tf
STEAM
heating
plant.
American
boiler and 33 radiators for sale, low
priced. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
Tel 1154.__________________________ 144-tf
SNOWMOBILE for sale, also sleigh and
two rubber tired wagons. A. F. RUSI SELL Phone 622 at 9 Claremont St
154-156
SMALL HOUSE at Pleasant Gardens.
$275. for sale on rent plan V. F. STUD
LEY. 283 Main St Tel. 1154.
144-tf
ALL KINDS of dry hard wood, and
soft wood, for sale.
T. J. CARROLL.
Tel. 263-21 Rockland. Thomaston. R F. D.
139-tf
FOR SALE—Toy dogs. Four pure white
From h terriers
One black and white
, fox hound. 18 months old. running.
STOVER FEED MFG. CO.. 86 Park St .
I Rockland Tel. 1200.
153-155
FOR SALE -Beacon Feeds: Beacon
Breeder's Mash. Beacon Egg Mash, Beacon
Special Scratch Grains. Beacon Special
Coccldlosts Mash. Beacon Fleshing and
Crate fattener, Beacon Cayuga Scratch
Feed. Beacon Cayuga Laying Mash
Beacon Starting Ration STOVER FEED
MFO CO WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
DISTRIBUTORS on track at 85 Park St.,
Just below Armour's. Tel. 1200. 153-155

pptSONG

French Welcome Germans
With Spending Money

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT

WHEN you are planning to hpII your
! chickens and fowl.’ call PETER ED
WARDS _T©L 806-J. Rockland
144-tt

JUST COMPARING

Peiping Police.

Boston.—The entire town gov
ernment of Wend- II, a municipal
ity in the western part of the
state with a population of 35ft
persons, is in jail, hut conducts
the town government just the
same.
The three officials not only
serve ns selectmen hut fulf.il the
functions nlso of the board of
public welfare and the registraw
of voters. They were convicted
many months ago of having unlawfully left off the voting list
the names of three persons, a
husband, wife and daughter, thus
depriving them of their voting
rights.
They lost their appeal, and a
Superior court judge, in spite of
a petition in their behalf signed
by 180 registered voters of the
town, sentenced them to three
months in the county house of
correction.

FOR SALE

M.ll S STORY: “Kf have put ‘Knees' on our 1931 automobiles.”
Allred l‘. Sloan. Jr., President of General Motors

FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo
cation. price right. This property Is •
good Investment. Its lodtlon Is on •
cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
Estate Agency.
144-tf
THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors
electric lights, large lot. Price right
Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me
07-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders ,
solicited. H C. RHODES Tel 519-J.
144-tf I
SINGER Sewing Machines—new ano
second hand. Parts and repairs for all
makes
Machines
rented
SINGER
SEWING MACHINE CO. 393 Main St
Rockland. Tel M-S____________ 148*150
NOTICE—I have moved my office to 362
Main St., over Newberry’s 5 Ac 10c store
Come up. Telephone 415-W. Work by ,
Intment. DR
J.
H.
DAMON
dentist.
_____________________ 144-tf

Aj

(zJ^ccssari^
-p.
as t/ie

JJOUQUeT
ELL, rather—for

W

w’ithout the invita

tions there would scarce
ly be need for a wedding
bouquet. And both must
be notably beautiful and

AUTOMOBILE repairing. Open eve
nings and Sunday
Slmonlzlng done
reasonably
G. L. BLACK. 3 Rockland
St. Tel 233-J____________________ 144-tf

ultra-correct. For the in

vitations, this means that

they should be engraved

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS'. Revs made tc
order. Keys made to fit locka when
original keys are lost. House. Office or
Car. Code books provide keys for all
locks without bother. Stlssora and
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO
408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 7Pl.
144-tf

upon the faultless texture
of the Linweave Wedding

Papers.
The Courier-Gazette

can show you samples and

advise you upon the cor

ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
_________________________________ 144-tf

WHEN IN BOSTOIt—TOu can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
borne news, at the Old Bouth Newe
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Church; also at M. Andaman's 28*
Tremont St

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

rect engraving.

AlAM(>aAr
WKBDISC PAPERS

COMPLETE.,
.^FUNERALS
17

MoDMA TEEoSI

Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

^Christmas Club members are able to pay their way
to a hoppy holiday and plan for such things as: Taxes,

Light Trucking

Insurance, Automobile Licenses, or to add to your

Parcel Delivery

Savings Account^

Family Washings

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Called For and Delivered

(E.itablishcd 18G8)

Walter Dorgan

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TeL 106-R

4

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 26, 1933
THE MUSIC OF SPAIN

OClETY.

the benefit of Kr.cx Hospital. The
affair is being sponsored by the Mon
day Contract Club, and this energetic
group is sparing no efforts to make
the occasion one to linger long ir
memory, both by the pleasure derived
and in the financial success.

Arthur P Wardwell has gone to
Lowell. Mass., to make a visit of sev
eral weeks with his daughter, Mrs
Charles R. Clements.

tribute To Charmnig Pro
gram of Rubinstein Club

Christmas with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Hariy Rising.
_ ___
Miss Ernestine Eavies cf Montreal
Is the guest of her sister. Miss Jessie
Eavies. and her brother. Capt. Ned
Davies in Camden.
-------Mi. and Mrs. Sidney Bird were
heme from Boston to spend Christ
mas.

'
|
j
i
'

Adriel U. Bird, who came irom Bos
Mrs. Mary Brown is visiting her ton with the aerial Santa Claus ex
sister, Mrs. Annie Thomas, at Tb pedition. spent the holiday at his
Highlands.
Rockland home.
Miss Ellen J. Cochran in company
with Mr. ar.d Mrs. Carl Hinckley ar.d
Miss Eleanor Hinckley, of Saugus.
Mass., and Miss Helen McIntyre cf
Lexuigton, Mass., motored to Eluehill
Saturday to be guests for the weekend
and holiday of Mrs. Harvey McIntyre.

Hair Ornaments The Mode

i Senoras and Senoritas Con

—
One of the most brilliant programs
In addition to personal notes regard-| Mi*s Esther Nickerson has returned given by the Rubinstein Club lor
Inn departures and arrivals, this depart- .
■
r
, ,
... ..
ment* especially desires Information ol , from a Visit Of several days with Mr, some time was presented Friday eve
social happenings parties. n>'1"‘ca'’,.e'JL! and Mrs. J. Harry Boynton, in Lex- ning at the Unlversallst vestry be-'
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be .
gladly received.
J ington. Mass.
fore a large assemblage of members
TELEPHONE ........................... .....
or 7M '
______
and guests. Mrs. Ethel Thomas
. .......... ....
. .
Paul Wallis goes today to Palm Sezak was chairman, and with "The!
Mrs. Howard W. Hall and daughter ]
6
.
.
, . „
. _ , _ , . Btach, Fla., where he has cmployMusic of Spain" as her subject
Mirs Estelle Hall, were in Bo.:tcn lor ]
....
1 ment for the winter.
worked Gut a program brimming with
a few days last week.
I
.. „
..... , ™
... atmosphere and color.
Mrs Ruth Little of Thomaston, Me.
The Mcihcbescc Club meets Friday
announces the engagement of her
Spain and the ChrUtmas season
afternoon at 2.30 at the Grand Army daughter Alcada Winifred, to Herbert blcnded cfIectively in decorative teahail, with Mrs Clara Thurston as
E. Stickles. Jr., son of Mr. and Mrsjlures arranged by Mrs' Hclen Wen,‘
haters, the change made from Mrs Herbert E. Stickles of Newark. N. J. | worth' Mrs' Edna Prench and M*s
Thurston's residence due to Illness in
Mier Little graduated from the Hcs-Clemice Blackington.
Beautifully
her family. Current events will be
oltal cf St. Barnabas. Newark. X J.. 1 dcckfd Christmas trees occupied corpresented by Mbs Lucy Rhodes, and
with the class of 1933. Mr. Stickles ! ner spaces; gay Spanish shawls were
papers will he given by Mrs. Theresa
graduated from the Newark College , P-ano drapings, and plentiful use cf
Mlllett, Mrs. Louise Ingraham ana
of Engineering with the class of 1930 j red candles was made. These parMrs. Mary Overlock.
and is at present engaged in thermi- tlcipating in the program or acting
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Stinson of Swans onic research with the Bell Telephone I on committees suggested Spain In
’ their costumes. Mrs. Lilian S. CopIsland were holiday guests of Col. and Laboratories in New York.
-------' ping, president, wore a beautiful
Mrs. Basil H. Stinson.
Rev and Mrs. J. L Pinkerton and mantilla caught In place with JewWalter Gay and Nicholas Pellicant daughter Grace of Dresden Mills eled pins, and Mrs. Sezak was strikfrom Bates College, Miss Mary Lawry pent Christmas Day with Mr. and | ingly lovely In black velvet with a
frem the Sargent School of Physical Mrs. lorcst Pinkerton of Simmons Spanish shawl gracefully draped
Education, and Miss Dorothy Lawry ’treet.
over her shoulders and wearing a red
from the New England Conservatory
-------rose In her dark hair. Several wore
cf Mu fe, came home from school for
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Vose spent ^awls, all had a gay flower in the
the holiday recess.
hristmas withMrs.Vasesnephew
headdress, and seme featured the
vail Benner in Waldoboro.
mantilla.
Lsr.ald Small of Barre, Vt.. ant
Mrs. Copping opened the meeting
Mils Laura Small of Portland, were
Mrs. Eva Crabtree' and son Reger In her usual witty and graceful way
weekend and holiday guests of theii if North Haven and Mr. and Mrs.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles S Jarrell Bums of Wollaston. Mass., The address of welcome was ex
tended by Senora Carlotta Jacksone,
Small at The Highland;.
vere holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
in her native language, Spanish.
. E. Simpson. Beech street.
Mrs. Jackson's address, given with
Chester B Jones of Waldoboro wa
flowing ease and modulation, in
a guest of his brother. R. L. Jones, for
Reger Raymond of North Haven
the weekend, and holiday.
eturned to Wollaston, Mass., yes- trigued her hearers, despite the fait I
that there was nary a person there 1
The annual guest meeting of erday for a week's stay with his sister who eiuld unders'.ind a word, so
Mrs. Carroll Burns.
Shakespeare Society will be held at
that Mrs. Copping's added anr.ouncethe Copper Kettle Monday evening
Mrs Angie Ballou who spent the ' ment that the translation would apJar.. 1st. The play "Oaporsacchi,"
ldiday with her mother, Mrs. Ade- ' near in the r.ews report was greeted
ty Arthur Ooodrijh and Rose A
aide Butman, returns to Boston to- ' with interest. Mrs. Jackson said in
Palmer, will be read by Adelyn Bush
lay.
part:
nell. Alumnae and honorary mem
_____
I
• • • •
bers will be special guests, and in ad
Mrs. Alice Keep Jones announces
"i thank Mrs. Copping, and would
dition each member may invite twe
he engagement of her daughter, ; that I could answer in her ready
guests. The program will commence Sybil Viola Jones, to Francis Drury ! wtt, but am not so gifted. She has
at 7.43.
Trne. sen cf Mr. and Mrs Arthur L. asked me to tell something of Chris'.Orne
cf this city.
I mas in Spain, and I will try to do
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall W?r:
[ so. Of all the holidays we- know,
guests for the weekend and holiday
A card party, the second in a j none is more celebrated than Chrtstof relatives In Woodfords.
cries, will be given at Grand Army- j mas. It is a day when every counMr. and Mrs. Cleveland L. Sleeper hall Thursday afternoon, with Mrs ■ try, no matter what, its customs, its
Jr.. Mrs. Arthur K. Ome. Mrs. John Millie l.iomas in charge. Play be- 1 religion, or the social position of its
McLoon and Mrs W Seymour Cam lins nt 2.
I people, puts aside work, forgets
eron are busy arranging reservations
Elmer A. Rising, returned to Read--*trivial cares and for a while indulg<s
for the dinner dance to be given at
The Thorndike New Year night lor n- Mess., today after spending in g€ner05ily' friendliness and good

Diligent Dames hold an afternoon
muting Thursday with Mrs. A. C.
Jones at 2 o'clock.
Miss Viola Joy who is home from
Longmeadow, Mass., for a few days,
returns Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. McLean,
Miss Harriet Trask cf the faculty of
Oorham Normal School is home for Miss Angela McLean and Powers Mc
Lean of Augusta were dinner guests
the holiday vacation.
Christmas of Dr. and Mrs. R. W.
Mrs. Adriel U. Bird came from Bickford.
Washington to spend the holidays
One of the most attractive affairs
and is a guest at The Thorndike.
of the holiday season was the dancing
Carl H. Bcr. on is spending the party at The Thorndike Christmas
week at his former home in Wor night given by Misses Rose O'Neil,
cester.
Katherine Creighton of Thomaston,
Mary Bird, Helen Bird. Ruth Law
Miss Anne Blackington and aunt, rence. Margaret and Alice Hellier.
Mrs. Vina Ulmer, spent the weekend and Mrs. Albert Elliot of Thomaston.
and holiday with Mr. ar.d Mrs. W. W. The guests numbering about 150, were
Graves and W. L. Blackington in from the younger social set of Rock
Malden, Mass.
land and adjacent towns, including
many holiday visitors in the city.
Miss Persis M. Vose organizer of The dining room used as the ball
the Portland Speech Readers Club room was most effectively decorated.
and vice president of the Eastern The only lighting was from huge
Zone. American Federation of Organ baskets of poinscttlas with Christmas
izations for the Hard of Hearing, died lights suspended from the ceiling, and
in St. Mary's Hospital. Lewiston, tri from candelabra with red candles on
day after an illness of two weeks. the radiators which were- banked in
Miss Vose was socially prominent, but evergreen. A white or fairy Christ
had devoted hcrsell almost entirely mas tree with red lights was a charm
to her work with the hard of hearing ing feature and a profusion of Christ
since she had become afflicted her mas greens lent color. The refresh
self. She studied lip reading in Bos ment. table was also beautifully ap
ton and returned to Portland with pointed. Rougier’s Orchestra fur
the determination to help others. nished music, the program including
She assisted ln forming clubs through several favor dances.
out the State to assist the deaf. She
extended her sphere of activity In. an
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
THE COMPTROLLER OF
effort to learn means of asst>ctng OFFICE OFTHE
CURRENCY,
Washington. D. C.. Dec. 19, 1933
partly deaf school children handi
NOTICE Is hereby given to all persons
capped in the classroom by their who may have claims against "The
National Bank of Rockland.
affliction, and was active in sponsor Rockland
Maine." that the same must be pre
sented
to
Edward C. Payson receiver,
ing ear phones for this purpose. Miss
with the legal proof thereof, within
Vos? had been a frequent Rockland three months from this date, or they
visitor in the past few years in her may be disallowed.
J. F T. O'CONNOR.
Comptroller of the Currency.
interest in the local Speech.Readers
151-34
Club to which she brought messages
of wisdom and Inspiration. She was 1
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
also a speaker before the Rotary and
Attorney
Lions Clubs a year or so ago. Many
and
Counsellor
at Law
were afforded opoortunity to meet
NOW LOCATED AT 414 MAIN ST.
her socially during these visits, and
OVER F. J. SIMONTON CO.
her death comes as a real loss to the
NOTARY HBI.IC
many friends she had formed here,
150-tr

By t. t. STEVENSON

] Lz'I'Ac WEEK'S NEWS

Again, I'm frank to say I wouldn't
like to be a policeman. There were
214 Jobless me/. They had assem
bled in West side court to hear the
ease of an employment agent who
had collected from them $10 to $12
each—where do jobless men get
money they pay to gyp employmtnt
agents?—on the assurance that tl ey
would be given work. They got
neither the wort: nor their money
hack. The employment agent plead
ed guilty and wns fined $25. That
was all the magistrate could do—
the law setting a limitation on the
punishment of an offense of that na
ture. True, the agent could have
been tried on 213 other charges
with fines of $25 in each Instance.
But the $25 or any part of It would
not go to the jobless men, most of
whom had given that agent every
cent they could scrape up. So there
were mutterings among the 214 and
the agent, perspiration starting
from his forehead, looked about for
protection.
• • •
That's why I repeated a state
ment made herein previously—pos
sibly several times previously for
all I know. In the court were many
police with prisoners.
Court at
taches made a call on them for as
sistance. So they had to accom
pany that shrinking gyp agent down
the stairway and out Into the street
where there were 214 angry men
waiting for him. I saw the police
go into action. They didn't use their
usual tactics ln dealing with a riot.
But when the rush catue, they did
their duty. Taking It nit in all, they
were gentle, remarkably gentle,
though they were far out numbered
and one policeman was injured. But
they knew more about such things
than Jobless men and by and b.v the
gyp agent got into a taxi and es
caped. And I'm willing to wager
that every policeman that took part
In that combat wished that, for a
minute or so at least, lie could for
get nil about duty.

Yew York-Tarit Fathiont
are very much
In the mode this season and the
two coiffures above, designed by
Dumas, the well known New York
hairdresser, display them In the
most sophisticated fashion. Pyralin
with rhinestone Insets Is used, the
upper model showing how a glitter
ing star can add a needed touch to
a simple coiffure, and the lower
one. featuring a Jeweled bandeau,
displays a high-forehead balrdress
backed by a tumble of high curls at
the crown ot the coif.

HA,R. ornaments

music. Particular mention was made I
In the modern group of Albenlz, deFalla and Qranadas, and special,
tribute in the past, was made to GSrcla, volie teacher and Sarasate. vio
linist and composer, whose successes
are fresh in musical life today. Mrs.1
Sezak introduced each participant !
as "Senora" cr "Senorita,” and Just
before the performance cf each
number a few strains cf "Juanita"
were ^played on the guitar by Rich
Along those same lines, though
ard Karl, young son of Mr. and Mrs.
the police had no work to do, was
Donald Karl. The soft strains came
the case of that man—a respected
off stage and lent much atmosphere
business man for 20 years—who
to the program:
was accused of swindling charwom
Plano duo—Spanish Dances. Moszkowski
en, scrubwomen, maids, chauffeurs,
Esther Rogers. Charlotte Jackson
and others out of their life savings—
Soprano—El Espagnola
de Chiara
Elsa Constantine lin costume)
a total that may reach a million
Dance—Spanish dance—Asturlanna Soy
dollars. I didn't see that court
Ellsc Allen Corner
I guest artist I
room scene hut a friend told me
Plano—Jota
Stoesael
about It. The room was crowded
Caprice Espagnole
Moszkowakl
with men and women who bad laid
Ruth E Sanborn
Violin duo—Fraaqulta
away their savings penny by penny
Franz Lehar
and then had Invested them with
arranged (or two violins
Phyllis Belasco Hazel Harrison
tfie prisoner in the hope of pro
Mezzo-contralto—Chlqulta nv la
viding for old nge. Humlde people
Marla Orever
Mary Bird
they were all of them, my friend
Plano—Madrtluena
Paul Wacsh
said, humble and grief laden lieClemice Blackington
Vocal trio—Senorita
ar by V. I
cause of the betrayal of their trust.
Vora Nye Bemis. Lucy Lowe. Feme
• • •
x
Browne
“M we wcre righl now ln sPain“
In this Instance the prisoner was
The accompanists were Mrs. Nettie 1
In Madrid—we would find a very
In no physical danger. But the feel
bufy People but not in buying cards. Averill. Miss Alcad?- Hall. Miss Irene ings of those present were ex
an<t presents. With shops Young. Miss Ruth Lawrence ar..'. pressed when the court set the al
leged swindler's bail at $100,000.
crowded with people and things, but Mrs. Edna Browne.
Cheers and clapping of hands fol
• • • •
a people doing everything possible
lowed! I wonder what swindlers
While each number merits detailed
to prepare the best •nacimiento,' the
do with money they obtain from
feast in which the whole family de mention. It is not amiss to mention charwomen, scrub women and oth
lights. for Christmas is celebrated particularly Mrs. Corner’s dance, i ers of the humble and lowly?
* • •
with unusual ceremony, as it is th? Attractively garbed ln black ar.d j
New York's greed for minutes Is
red. the rhythm of the dance was [
most popular of Spanish holidays.
"The night before Christmas there accentuated bv clicking castanc ' always being exhibited in the sub
way. Rushes for trains cause mob
are many people in the streets. It was beautifully given, and an ex scenes and there is continued push
Everywhere there is joy without pression of apprecia'.on is made Mrs. ing and jostling In order to get to
limit. Both old and young join, and Coorncr as guest artist. Miss Young , the forefront. But what I started
to say was that the other morning
the sound of violin, mandolin, guitar accompanied at the piano.
or tambourine is heard. There is no
Ushers were Mrs. Luda Mitchell, j at Ninety-sixth street, most of the
passengers comfortably seated ln
sleep—everyone stays up. At 12 Mies
Mildred
Demmons.
Mrs.
a local train got off and forced their
o'clock the church bells ring, calling Blanche Morton ar.d Mrs. Helen ■ way Into an overcrowded express
everybody to ‘misa del gallo', in Wentworth.
train in the hope of saving three or
The next meeting will be on Frifour minutes on the Journey to
honor of the Christ child. It is a
short, ceremony, followed by the tra 1 day afternoon. Jan. 5. when Miss Times square. Some way or other.
ditional feast which lasts until 2 or Hazel Marshall will present a pro It gave me a slight feeling of su
periority, when the express train,
3 o'clock ln the morning cr until gram entitled "The Modern in delayed by line congestion, pulled
Music and Verse." Members sched into the station several seconds after
dawn.
• • • 9
uled to participate are: Vccal, Mrs. the local.
• • •
"Enough of Christmas in Spaii. Nettie Frost. Mrs. Gladys Morgan.
Street scene: A somewhat sedate
We are hear to hear music and Mrs. Agnes Witham; piano. Miss 1
looking man sitting on a bench near
poetry and to see the dance of this Pauline Starrett. Miss Clemice Black the Soldiers and Sailors monument
ington,
Miss
Ruth
Dondis.
Miss
Al

country which offers such a variety
on Riverside drive with his head
of climate, landscape and customs. cada Hall. Miss Wlr.ola Richan;
very close to that of a slim, young
blond whose fingers were Inter
The Rubinstein Club Is very happy reading. Mrs. E’.hel Sezak.
locked with his. Off to one side
to welcome you and very glad to
and apparently entirely unnoticed, n
have this opportunity to wish you a
CAMDEN
determined looking woman taking a
Merry Christmas."
snapshot of the couple!
MrP. Alice Marriner of Rockland
©, 1933, Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
Mrs. Sezak's paper, splendidly pre
is
substituting
at
the
telephone
office
sented, gave a comprehensive review
while the business manager, Miss M.iof the music of Spain—a folk songs
Famous “Painted Rock”
bel Howe, Is confined to the house by
of the Basques, the dances, instru
Is Found Under Street
illness.
ments. composers, orchestras, operas,
Mexico
City.—The famous "Paint
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Newhall are
et.i.. up to the modern times when
ed Rock," archeological monolith
spending the holidays in Portland.
new life is being shown in Spanish
more than 6 feet long, lias been
1 guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond located under the streets ot Mexico
Pooler.
City, according to a statement by
Dress Bags That Glitter
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mansfield of Alfonso Caso, director of the Na
Brookline. Mass., are guests of her tional musum. The monolith, which
mother Mrs. J. C. Curtis, High street. contains valuable historical data of
the pre-llispanic epoch in Mexico,
Miss Katherine Boynton Is visiting
Is nt a street Intersection near the
in Boston and Springfield, Mass.
Mexico City cathedral, according to
Regular meeting of Seaside Chap- | Professor Case's calculations.
ter, O.E.S. was held last evening.
The ladies' aixiliary of Arey-Hcal ,
Traces Roses Back
Post. A. L. meets this Tuesday eve
■

20 Million Years

ning.

7 V-.

Y

.Yew York-Parii Faihiom
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Mrs. Howard Anderson entertains
, the ladies of the Methodist society
on Wednesday afternoon.
Postponed meeting of Camden
Lodge. Knights of Pythias, will be
held Jan. 8 with the annual election
cf officers
Regular meeting of Megutiticook
j Grange Wednesday evening.
1 Ccinique Theatre attractions for
the week: Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, Mae West ln "I'm No
At,gel;" Friday, Warner Baxter in
“Penthouse;" Saturday, Tom Mix in
"The Rustlers' Round-Up." Coming
next week, Walter Winchell's big

Leicester, England. — Iloses
were growing on the eartli as
long as 20.000,000 years ago.
scientists nt the British associa
tion convention were tulil.
The authority fur tills state
ment was Prof. Charles Cliuniberlaln Hurst of Cambridge uni
versity. He Is author of “The
Orchid Stud Book.”

UERE are two of the latest hand
bags with flat pouch styling
for dress wear. Pyralin is used as
the material for both bags, the up
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
per one having a rhinestone trim,
STEAMBOAT CO.
a new bracelet handle and a lining
of matching rayon faille. The lower
Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5 30
a. m . Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
bag ln a combination of black and
Vlnalhaven 8 15; due to arrive at Rock
Ivory has rhinestone trim and fea
land about 9 30. Returning — leaves
tures a nefet chain handle and novel
Rockland at 1 30 p. m.. Vlnalhaven 2.45,
ball pin closing. Inside pockets and
North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4 40; due
musical
spreinl,
"Broadway
Through
to arrive at Swan's Island about 6pm
rnlror case are of the same sturdy
B H.' STINSON
a Keyhole."
rayon faille,
117-tt
General Agent.

X

A NEW JUSTICE?

President Roosevelt

has summoned Senator Hiram Johnson to
Washington to discuss his elevation to the
United States Supreme Court,

it is ru

mored that three members of the au
body have privately indicated their ipte
tlon of retir

KNOWS HIS VEGETABLES
1 —Dr. Guy O. Shirey, dieti-

] cian, who is preparing to feed

members of the Byrd AntarcI tic Expedition with vegeta

ble salads and mayonnaise
in order to increase health
|and stamina while at Little
America.

SCRAPPED—To make way for new cars many thousands
of old automobiles are being cut apart, pounded up for
scrap steel, and exported to foreign countries, it it said
L—----------------- that part of it goes into armament.-----------------------

IT'S LEGAL NOW—
Here is the first ship
ment

of

Scotch

to

United

States.

imported

reach

the

It ar*

rived aboard the Cameronia
28,000 cases
strong. Photo shows
customs meh cheeking
cases of King William

IV. V.O.P. while James
J. Ainslie, managing

%

director of Gillon A
Co., Ltd., famous Brit

.52. f

ish Distillers, looks on.

SLAYER AND CAPTOR—Jack Wis
dom (left) and hit captor. Deputy

Sheriff Dick

Russell.

FIRST LADY BUYS DOLI—Mrs. Franklin D.

Wisdom, who

Roosevelt opens the annual doll sale at the
Thrift shop in Washington. Photo shows Mrs.

has confessed the murder of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Pritchard of Wichita, Kan
sas. has been sentenced to life impris

Roosevelt presenting a doll to be sold to aid
__________________ the needy. ________

onment.

best Colds
.... Best treated
without “dosing"

HFAR THE

RCA VICTOR

STAINLESS now/if ypu prefer

WEDNESDAY
The laughs
are long..the
costumes
are short . .
The

new kind of instrument

that doubles

your

of the home

entertainment

L/.J

• ir»
II

DUO 331 Automatic—The last

word in home entertainment. . .
not only modern all electrical re
production of both records and
radio, but automatic record chang
ing as well. You simply puta selectlonof your favorite recordings in
the machine, and it will play
and change each record without
any attention from you.
Complete with RCA > -g
1
Rodiotrons............
J / £/

Jack Oekie
Jack Haley
Ginger Rogert
Gregory Ratoff
A Paramount Picture

. Diractad by
Harry let Irawn

THURSDAY
All uomcn will
inti ardly cheer*

ry,,u,u,u,,y,yyyyyyy,,,l

pleasure

2 ini Music I Recorded
entertainment of your
own choice, when and
as often as you like it
PLUS the program you
want to listen to over
the radio. This is the
modern idea of heme
entertainment,and thou
sands are turning to the
RCA Victor DUO for it.
Own a DUO and be
your own master of
ceremonies, choose the
program you want the
most, instead of having
it chosen for you.

The DUO is available in
four models. No matter
what you are prepared
to pay, there is a DUO
in size and price to meet
your requirements.

ppp>»»»,py

Upppypppppyn

MAINE MUSIC STORE
AUTHORIZED RCA VICTOR DEALER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

REME OUHME
WAITER MUSTOR
v.rt
Idea May Oliver
Conrad Nogal
iru<o Cabal

NOW PLAYINO
“A MAN'S CAfSTLE"
and

J clcofionc 1 *4

Estublis.hcd 1863

•THREE LITTLE PIGS '

W. H. GLOVER CO.

FRIDAY
‘

“ALICE IN WONDERLAND"

STOKE AND YAltl), 431 TO 453 MAIN STREET
MILL, 18 TO 24 TILI.SON AVENI’E

METAL WINDOW SCREENS
Admit

Air, Keep

Out Storms, 35c each

Shows: 2, C.30, 8.30; Cont. Satur
day, 2. to 10.30

MIDNIGHT SHOW
NRW YFARS EVE
“DESIGN 1 OR LIVING”

-1

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

EXETER CATHEDRAL

IS 800 YEARS OLD

AVIATION <z7>zzZ fcXP
/ unit AMI P.ICA ★ ANTARC
ANTARCTICA

/\£tu/int

(u C.h
*

a. J. /v. x. '

Fire!—Our First Adventure
In addition there are two air
QN BOARD THE BYRD FLAGSHIP, JACOB RUPPERT:— planes, one an immense Tri-motorHere we are still at Bayonne and ed Ford all-metal plane and the
we've Just bad the first tbrill ot tbe other a smaller scouting machine,
buried in the snow down at Little
Expedition,
After breakfast, a long day of America which Admiral Byrd hopes
back breaking labor, but excellent and believes are still tn perfect
meals at lunchtime and at dinner condition.
helped a lot. - ir I could only get
In order to use all of this auto
some sleep. If I don’t soon there will
be nothing left of me lo take to motive equipment tor our explora
tion and olher scientific work, in
the South Pole
It Is III o'clock at night—gee. It's addition to the dog teams. It has
Friday, tbe 13th! — A loud explo been necessary for us to carry
sion. Shouting from the dock A along iniini-use supplies of fuel and
sudden red glare In lhe sky. Our lubucating oils Packed down la
ship Is illuminated as If by a gigan our holds are 16,450 gallons of avia
tic red search
tion gasoline; 80u gallons of lubri
light.
cating oils; 3.000 gallons of auto
Dead silence on
mobile gasoline; 1,500 gallons of
our ship for a few
kerosene; 25 pounds of aero rocker
minutes. Then a
arm grease; 30 tons of Diesel en
shouting of orgine fuel oil; 200 gallons of Diesel
d e r s . An oil
engine lubricating oil; 60o gallons
tanker Is on fire]
9f cylinder oil; 6.250 gallons ot
two docks away.
marine engine oil; 250 gallons of
We are in terrible
rod swabbing oil and 400 pounds ot
danger
because
cup grease Some supply of petro
our holds and*
leum products!
tanks are bulging Arthur Abe'e, Jr.
with oil. gasoline and high ex I shan't know for months bow
plosives. If the fire Is not conWolled many of you people of high school
Immediately tbe whole Expedition age or over have Joined the Little
may be wiped out. I've only been America Aviation and Exploration
aboard the Jacob Ruppert 20 hours Club, through which Admiral Byrd
and here Is one of tbe greatest hopes to build up a tremendous In
terest in American aviation among
thrills of my life.
A breathless wait on our ship. the young people of tbe land. I hope
The distant clanging of fire engines. It ts In the thousands, because the
A gradual darkening of tbe ruddy club members and 1 are going to
glare. The situation is under con have some exciting times together
trol. Two men are dead from burns and later I am going to send each
tn the original explosion. Grim real of them a detailed map on which be
ity only a stone's throw away from or she can keep a dally record of
us. This Is no tea-party we are set our Journeys and flights of explora
tion and other scientific signifi
ting out on.
All day equipment and supplies cance while we are down at the
of all kinds have been pouring over bottom of the world If you haven't
the side of our vessel. Here, for ex Joined yet, now is as good a time
ample, is a list of tbe automotive as any. There are no obligations
equipment for which I am the fuel whatever. All you have to do Is
engineer and all details of which I send me a stamped, self-addressed
have to learn before we get to Lit envelope and a note saying you
tle America:—a 1400 horsepower want to Join the club Send it in
Curtiss-Condor airplane with a my name to the New York head
wingspread of 82 feet; a 700 horse quarters of the Little America Avia
power Pilgrim airplane; a 600 tion and Exploration Club, at tbe
horsepower General airplane; a Hotel Lexington. 48tb Street and
Kellett auto-gyro airplane; a Cleve Lexington Avenue. New York, N Y.,
land tractor; 2 French Citroen trac and the membership card will be
tors; 2Ford snowmobiles with cater sent you immediately and later the
pillar treads at the rear and metal map and. perhaps, other communi
cations.
skill at tbe front.

IN NEW YORK CITY

Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
50 COUStl
SINGLE $1 50

‘2

DircctUaof K.J. Carrel

NOTH YORK — 7th Ay«. Rod 36th St. — 1 minute Ptnn. Station
HOTEL GRAND-Broadway and 31st St.— 2 minutes Penn. Station

HOTIL ENDICOTT — Columbus Ave. end 81st St —Opposite Park
HOTKl MARTHA WASHINGTON for Woman - 29 East 29th St

IN BOSTON
Hotel Manner, No. Station, F2.50 up.

AMERICA’S

SMARTEST

WINTER

RESORT

Traveling Around America

Site Was Once Occupied
by Saxon Churches.

V
/\/

Every-Other-Day
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IN CHIC All 0
Hotel Plaza, No. Ate. A. No. Clark St. 11.50 up

Washington.—Exeter, ancient cap
ital ot England's southwest, and
county town of Devon, Is celebrat
ing the eight hundredth anniversary
of the consecration of its famous
cathedral.
"Even older than the cuthedral Is
the Bishopric of Devon and Corn
wall, which was transferred to Exe
ter by Edward I In 1060," says a
bulletin from the National Geo
graphic society. “The building of
the cathedral was begun sixty years
later under William the Conqueror.
The site chosen had been twice oc
cupied by Saxon churches, the first
built by Athelstan, the second byCanute.
“All that remains today of the
original Norman structure are two
low massive tdvvers at either end of
the bright outlook for better
Because it values the enviable
the transept. The rest of the cathe
dral wag completely rebuilt during
times to influence its tariff
Photo tiraie Lino
position it enjoys in the play
the Fourteenth century In the rich
STREET THAT TIRED THE EOX"
style of Decorated Gothic.
schedule. Rates this year at
life of those who cherish a
“Walrer de Stapeldon, bishop of
••■JY their deeds ye shall name title every few minutes. Strolling
Exeter, and one of the foremost
along
Giron
Camana
one
comes
upon
D them"—is about the only clue "Plumereros" where feather dusters
the Roney remain the same,
taste for good living and have
patrons of English art and letters
one has to the system employed by
were
once
the
local
bargain.
Farther
during the early Forteenth century,
early settlers in titling South Ameri
while many physical improve
the means to indulge it . . .
along, is "Espaderos" where the
can streets. The older thoroughfares
had a large share In this trans
sword makers proudly plied their
follow -either numbers nor letters,
formation. It was Stapeldon also
t-ade, and “Plateros" where the
ments have been made to
because it appreciates that
who ln 1314 founded Exeter col- | and the more fickle ones change their silversmiths' products gleamed.
names with every block. Take for in
"Calle
Mantas"
tells
where
the
lege, Oxford; and ln 1332, Exeter
enhance the high standards
a keen sense of values is in
stance this atreet in Cuzco, Peru—
ladies of the court once squandered
grammar school.
once the center of the ancient Inca
•heir lords' gold on gorgeous mantles
of guest comfort, extraordi
variably the companion of
Impressive Edifies.
Empire. It is called the "Street That
,nd Indian textiles. "Divorciadas"
Tired The Fox '—a narrow lane m proclaims the place where matri“Upon entering the cathedral one
nary service and brilliant social
good taste • • ■ the Roney
. nial difficulties were adjusted. The
rocky it looks as if it might ev,r.
receives the Impression of great
Street of the Donkey Drivers, called
weary a modern motor-car.
length and remarkable symmetry of
Corriqueros” harks back to the days
The streets, however, that most tn
life which have made it famous.
Plaza has declined to permit
n travelers bargained for donkey
trigue travelers taking the week
design. Each part ls balanced; and
'rivers to transport them into the inSants'' cruises from New York st
the long, low effect Increased by an
’erior. Perhaps the most fascinating
California to Peru and Chile are thosi
unbroken roofline extending through
title of them all is the "Street of Blue
found in the older sections of Lima
fr®" Novombtr lltk to Mas lot For
nave and choir. On the wall of the
Dust" taken from the blue dust that
'City of Kings " Few streets here
Ibterotnre. information and r« »• nation*
anfr «r ir»r«yeardirect
la Me hotel or
north transept Is a great clock
gathered on the street where the dyeseem able to cling to their original
(ravel ayeol.
makers' boys ground chalk for the
namt s for more than a block or twowhich has ticked since tbe days of
la- a new and mure picturesque i vats.
Edward II ln the Fourteenth cen
tury. It has two dials, one show- S
lug the hours and the moon's
a setting of remarkable diginity. once
VI E ENTER MOSCOW
phases, the other recording the minembellished by the rich robes and
. utes. In the library la the aDCleot
Codex Exonlensus, a Ninth century Russian City Reeves a glittering ecclesiastical furniture of
religious processions moving to the
collection of Anglo-Saxon poetry,
United States Ambassador booming bass of church chofrs.
which has been In the possession
FLORIDA
BEACH
MIAMI
of the cathedral since the Eleventh
"At one end is the fantastic Church
For the First Time
century.
of St. Basil, r.ow an ecclesiastical
"All the history and loyal, inde
With the arrival of the new Ameri museum; ar.d-in the shadow of the was a much used word. But the are unparalleled. They are little
ANNE LINDBERGH'S AWARD
pendent spirit ot the west county
Kremlin wall is the red granite tomb immaculate appearance of Moscow's known outside Russia, but classes of
can
envoy.
William
C.
Bullitt.
Moscow
is concentrated ln Exeter, Queen
of Lenin, focus of a nation's heroMrs. Charles A. Lindbergh received
Elizabeth's 'ever faithful city.' As has received a United S.at.s Ambas
squares comes not from freedom but Moscow school children flock to see
them, and before them pass visitors among her Christmas gifts the Cross
a Roman town, Isca Damnonlorum. i sador for the firs: time in history. worship. Perhaps only in the For
bidden City in Peiping is there so from fines. Imposed on the spot, for from all parts of the Soviet Union.
it is a little younger than Faris and |
[of Honor of the United States Flag
anyone scattering rubbish about.
as old as London. When the Rom St. Petersburg Cater named Petro splendid a parade ground.
"Outstanding are the exhibits in ■ Association for her part in the exans left it ln the Fifth century it grad. and now Leningrad! was the
"Near the Red Square, and more Similar fines are imposed for 'jump the Tretyakoff Gallery. Verestchabecame the Caer I sc of the Brit eapital when the United Bta' cs firs; intimately linked with the everyday ing' on a streetcar at any but te• tended survey of transatlantic air
gin's brush damned the very wars to I
ons and the Exaocestre of the Sax established relations wi.h Russia life cf Russia, is Revolution Square.
cognized stops or for hanging on to which his rulers sent him. Surikov routes she has Just completed with
ons.
I
early in the 19;h century; and the This is the heart of the inadequate the outside, as was common some
pictured exile to Siberia as a cruel her famous husband. The award
"During succeeding centuries it
i
American Embassy remained in tha' rtreet-car and tus-llne system, seen years ago.
act of despotism. No revolutionary ! which is the highest given by the
endured countless sieges; Saxous,
city
until
the
b:eak
in
tciations
fol

to
be
improved
by
a
subway
to
be
Britons, Danes, and Normans fought
"Although the greatest of Russia's pamphlet so revealed the ugliness of Association was taken to Englewood
to enter the walls. Later the loyal lowing the ievolution of 1917. Moscow built by Young Communists who foreign art Is in the Hermitage in unrestrained tsardom as Ryepin's
townsmen staunchly upheld their has been the capital of th e Soviet volunteer for the task and agree to Leningrad and such priceless treass- painting of Ivan, called 'the Great.’ N. J., by plane yesterday for presenta
king ln many a revolt Exeter still Union since 1918.
see thc project through.
ures as the Codex Sinaitlcus are also madly fondling the bloody head of tion. The cross was given for the first
remembers the time that Edward
in the former capital, Moscow has the son he had just killed in a fit ol time to Col. Lindbergh when he
Moscow
Has
Priceless
Art
Objects
The Fopulat on Double
the Confessor spent Christmas
' artistic and literary treasures which , passion."
i' panned the Atlantic seven years ago.
"In
the
time
of
revolution,
'freedom'
there; and the day when William of
"A visitor to Moscow to-day is Im
Orange entered the gates in state.
"Modern Exeter occupies a broad mediately impressed by its c.owd.d
ridge of land on tbe left bank of condition," says a bulletin .'torn t’..e
CENTER OF THE WINTERTIME WORLD
the River Exe. At the head of this Washington. D C. headquarters of
ridge, hidden by ivy and set tn the Nat.onal Oeograp-ie Society.
e
a wide shaded park, are the ruins "The sidewalks arc c owded. the
of Rougemont castle, built by Wil dwelling houses, old and new. are
liam the Conqueror.
crowded. A strinyent limit is en
Mol's Coffee House.
forced on the number ol qua e leet
"Narrow, stone-paved streets wind cf floor space peimittcd for tach
between ancient timbered houses, i member of a family. Thc population
crumbling chapels, and fine old of the city has Increased from le*:
churches. Exeter ls a veritable city than two million before the World
of churches. In the time of Wil
liam the Conqueror she possessed War. to nearly four million. Huge
no less than twenty-nine! Across new apartment houses have teen ar.d
the square from the cathedral are being built, but the st pp'.y of
stands Mol’s coffee house, favorite living space ha fallen steadily be
meeting place of those gay adven hind the demand.
turers of Devon—Drake, Hawkins.
"Best known feature of Moscow Is
Gilbert and Raleigh.
the Kremlin, the wall enclosed Jumble
"The Guildhall with Its overhang
of battlements, palace-, churches
ing facade, ls said to be the oldest
municipal building In Great Britain. barracks, and government buildlngsHere the wealthy merchants of the many of them centuries old. around
city transacted their business In the which the rest of the city grew. The
time of Queen Elizabeth, when Ex most dramatic view of the Kicmlin
eter was noted for the manufacture is from the Kantenni Bridse acre s
I challenge to the future—this audac
ing grounds — an exhilarating journey
of woolens. It was also during the Moskva River.
ious vacation plan of the Miami Biltmore!
along the quiet inland waters and colorful
Elizabeth's reign that the Exeter
Offering more than sumptuous living in
tropic shores of southern Florida. Your
ship canal was built—the flrst canal Red Square Russia's Throbbing Pul e
one of the world's greatest hotels, the
saving in local transportation costs alone
In England to permit sea-going ves
Miami Biltmore announces a policy of
will offset a major portion of your hotel
“But It is in Red Square, just out
sels to reach an Inland port.
guest entertainment, privileges and special
bill. Moreover, this service brings the
side
the
Kremlin
wall,
that
the
pu
se
"Exeter today has a population of
courtesies that has NEVER been equalled
Miami Biltmore closer to all resort interests
over 59,000, and Is an Important cf present-day Russia beet, most
ANYWHERE. As a guest o, the hotel you
than any other hotel.
center of agricultural trade. Its strongly. Soldiers, g.rl athlet s, and
are entitled lo a COMPLETE VACATION
On the hotel estate itself is the 18-hole
various Industries Include brewing, Young Communists there parade in
—whether you spend the winter or a few
golf course . . . completely worked over
weeks. No matter what your tastes in sports
paper making and iron founding.
for this year's play . . . with a staff of five
and social diversions, in vacation relax
Tourist traffic during the summer
celebrated pros: GENE SARAZEN,
ation or holiday excitements, you can
season ts very heavy, especially
DENNY SHUTE. MIKE BRADY. LOUIS
indulge them at their best in the Miami
since It ls well located as a base for
COSTELLO and NED EVERHART. Also,
,
Biltmore
plan.
tours of the west country. Dally
two outdoor pools . . . where weekly
When you register in this “Center of
motor busses leave the huge city
aquatic carnivals arc held . . , including
the Wintertime World” the gates are
National Olympic Stars Meet and Atlantic
terminal for all parts of Devon and
opened to you to all the important resort
Seaboard A. A. U. Meet. On the tennis
Cornwall.”
hi

oey

plaza

The Most

AMAZING
VACATION
Ever Conceived

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON STREET,

A,

BOSTON, MASS.

I
Located on Beacon
Hill next to the
State House

Just a few minutes' walk to (he theatre, financial
and shopping centers

2
5,°aday|

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath, $2.00
up: with bath, $3.00
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

up

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S
Ideal Retort Hotel
Convenient to all point, of interest—Modem in every way
Ao enjoyable view from our spacious ground-door porches, wluch
wrrouixi the hotel
Manv rooms with private balconies

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Booklet

on
Application

Corner Second Street
and First Avenue

pleasures of this world-famous playground
. . . many of which can be enjoyed only
at the Miami Biltmore . . . social functions
of national distinction . . . sports events
of national and international interest.
For example, as a patron of the hotel,
you are extended full privileges in the
Florida Year Round Clubs . . . three mag
nificent sports renters—the Miami Biltmore
Country Club, the Roney Plaza Cabana
Sun Club at Miami Beach and the Key
Largo Anglers Club down on the Florida
"keys”.
An extraordinary economy — and a
service which expands your enjoyment to
thc entire Miami resort area—is the trans
portation system operating from the Miami
Biltmore and serving all units of the
Florida Year Round Clubs. Without extra
expense, you ride by aerocar to the races,
dog tracks, downtown shopping and theater
districts. Or fly by autogiro to Miami
Beach! Or scoot by sea-sled down Biscayne
Bay to Key Largo and the celebrated fish

Railway School Travels
5,000 Miles Annually
Douglas, Ariz.—The "Little Red
School House on Wheels," teaches
8,000 pupils annually, hag no “va
cation” for Its teacher, William
Nichols, and travels 10,000 miles
every two years.
William—pardon—Professor Nlchnls is known as a “rule examiner"
for the Southern Pacific railroad
j yards, visiting all terminal and di
vision points, "teaching" ail em
ployees In the "operating class."
Nichols' movable schoolroom ls a
standard size passenger coach, al
tered to meet the needs of the teach
er, the pupils, and the equipment.
It has been ln use 18 years.
The railroad "school” will be at
tended by 200 men here, Professor
Nichols said. He has “taught" some
of them for more than 20 years.

THINK OF ITI Only $2.50
a day single .... and $4.00
double for this smart centrally
located hotel.

1OOO ROOMS
but what rooms they are I

Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
private bath, shower, radio,circu
lating ice water and ma ny other

features you'll be happy about

Open October 28th to June 30th
For information, literature and reeervationt
addrree hotel direct or eee yoor travel agent

MODERATE RATES

^Wherever the Itching1
Whatever the Cause %

Resinol
Relieves it Quickly

Sample free. Write Reelnol, Dcpt.M
K
Baltimore. Md.
/

courts, brilliant play every day . . . nat
ional tournaments . , . professional coach,
In the Miami Bil<more stables—mounts for
expert or beginner . . . veterinarian, groom
and blacksmith services . . . guests’ horses
boarded without cost! One of the climaxes
of the season will be the National Horse
Show. And for the fisherman, poloist, race
enthusiast or any other hobby-rider, the
Biltmore program provides plenty of daily
fun.
The social schedule, too elaborate to
enumerate in detail, varies from such
informal affairs as chowder parties to
sumptuous costume balls . . . with nightly
jollity of dance orchestras and Broadway
entertainers.
Despite its additional services and
privileges, the Miami Biltmore has not
increased its sensible tariff rates!
Acquaint yourself with this amazing
vacation offer, and you will agree with
seasoned travelers that it is the best “buy”
in the whole resort world!

51st STREET
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
ROY MOUITON
Ejieculive Vice-Prei. and Managing

WRITE

FOR

DESCRIPTIVE

Dir

BOOCIRT

MIAMI BILTMOftf
CORAL

GABLES

MIAMI

FLORIDA

